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THE LITTLE GREEN TWINS
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The Patsy

HIGH SCHOOL FACULTY PLAY

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18
Curtain at 8.1 5

»

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

Proceeds to go towards painting building interior
150-161

(For The Courier-Gazette 1
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Half way up on the pasture hill
Wee
little
tots, when I saw them first.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
Close together and dressed alike
advance; single copies three cents.
In
their
sea-green
flaring skirts.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
How did they come there? Mystery, true!
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
I wondered for 1 was a youngster too ;
The Rockland Gazette was established In And then they whisper'd in concert low,
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
"The same as Topsy, we grow and grow.”
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
Free Press was established In 1855 and in True to this legend, sure enough
1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
With the change each season brings.
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
They became like magic, it peeras to me.
No longer the little green twins.
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Christmas time! That man must be
a misanthrope Indeed, iu whose breast
something like a jovial feeling Is not
roused, in whose mind some pleasant
associations are not awakened—by

••• the recurrence of Christmas.—Charles
••• Dickens.

WANTED

By ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIA
TION FIVE HUNDRED MORE DEPOSITORS.
We HELP YOU by DIVIDENDS which have been
at the rate of 5J/2 /< PER ANNUM since 1905. Your
deposits enable us to HELP YOUR NEIGHBORS
AND FRIENDS. They are loaned to them on FIRST
MORTGAGES ON REAL ESTATE in this vicinity,
which is the best security obtainable anywhere. Your
monthly deposits may be as LITTLE AS $1.00, or as
MUCH AS $50.00, or any sum between, and they
may start at any time. WHY NOT COMMENCE
NOW ? Come in and find out more about the
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIA
TION. We love to answer questions and our office
is at 18 School street (first floor) opposite the Postoffice.

isastf

At the Sign

1 North National

1929

A Check Account
And Your Budget

1

But tall and graceful evergreen trees,

the Baby Shop

you have a checking account. You have

a receipt for every bill, a visual record

of all expenditures, and a monthly statement.

WOOSTER’S
MARKET
FRESH FISH

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

CLAMS AND OYSTERS

BEEF, PORK, LAMB

VEAL
FRESH VEGETABLES
A Subscription to

Tel. 600

The Courier-Gazette

481 MAIN ST.

Is a Welcome Gift

Triple Tragedy at South Warren

•Relieved to he oik the road to re-j
IS A ‘‘DIRT FARMER”
cevery, following a successful surgi- ■
-----cal operation. Edward S. May. regis- New Master of State Grange Has Entry clerk at the RockkKUl Pomofflce, , vi,ble Record °2_Man» Activitie*.
died Thursday forenoon with scarce- I
. R Crawford of Houlton,
ly a moment s warning. The brief ovprspp). of ,he Ma,np H(ate R

who was a member of the well known
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• U J Two little brown stumps are marking the Rockland firm of Spear, May &
Stover. The young man's first em
spot,
Now mourned by the wintry winds,
ployment, after leaving Rockland
STRAND THEATRE
Half way up on the pasture hill
,
High School, was as clerk for this
Where once were the Little Green Twins!
That light can be flattened,” or its
concern, which was then located in
Belle N. Grant
j rays squashed like pancakes by the
Appleton
what is now the store of the Crie
! enormous
pressure of
undersea
Hardware Company. Mr. May was
depths, is the startling scientific
FRANKLIN TRUSSELL
J then in the fruit and confectionery
discovery resulting from the filming
business five years, retiring to take
of a motion picture. This strange
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
an appointment as general delivery
I fact came to light during the film
I have received word that Frank clerk .at the Rockland Postoffice,
ing of "The Mysterious Island,” specitacular all-color dialogue and sound lin Trussell, my lifelong friend, has about 26 years ago.
He was promoted to registry clerk
i fantasy based on Jules Verne’s tale, died. My heart is sad while I at
and coming for Monday and Tuesday. tempt to pen these few words as a and in the early part of the World
| The method of the discovery was tribute to his memory. A good man War had charge of the War Savings
' an odd one. Utilizing the Williamson has fallen and he will be greatly Stamps department. The govern
process, in which cameras and lamps missed in the town where he was ment needed trained forces to assist
, are sunk by great tubes, photographs torn and always lived. Mr. Trussell iin handling American mail in France,
I of the bottom of the sea at great was my boyhood friend. We attend- and it was a tribute to Mr. May’s
; depths were filmed both near Nassau ed school at Port Clyde. A born • efficiency that lie was one of those seland on the California coast. It w’as gentleman. his deportment was al- i looted. He spent a number of months
that country, on the very edge of
i found tliVt at great depths, w’here ways as it should be. His influence
the water pressure was extremely was, felt and his advice taken by the the fighting, and brought home some
| heavy, that the photography altered, people with whom he mingled. He, Interesting recollections. speaking
i The new picture, adapted and di- joined the Second Baptist Church very modestly, if at all, of the part
, rected by Lucien Hubbard, is a story in 1866 and was a faithful member he played Overseas.
Upon his return to this country he
I of the first submarine and the amaz until death. He was also prominent
ing adventures of its crew on the bot in civic affairs and the town of St. fell easily again into the harness
tom of the sea. Hundreds of strange George as well as the State of Maine which a wartime emergency had
undersea creatures, semi-human in has lost one of its best and most re caused him to quit. He was a promi
form, who attack the terrestrial in spected citizens. His place will be nent member of the United Postoffice
vaders, and strange worlds below the hard to fill. May his widow receive Clerks’ Association and had repre
sented Maine at one r.f its national
| waves are shown, all in natural colors, the comfort she so much deserve^.
conventions. He also served a num
j in the vivid drama. Hundreds of
W. J. Hatton
I people appear. Lionel Barrymore, as
2822 North Griffin Ave., Los Ange ber of years as local secretary of the
Civil Service Board, and on the eve
the inventor and captain of the sub les, Calif.
of his departure for France was offi
marine. Jane Daly. Lloyd Hughes.
Montagu Love, Harry Gribbon, Gib
Wreaths and Christmas trees at cially commended by the department.
Mr. May possessed exceptional
son Gowland. Smitz Edwards ant| Fuller-Cobb-Da vis.—adv.
qualifications for his work at the
other noted players are in the cast.—
149-151
Postoffice: was extremely courteous
adv.
in all of his dealings with its patrons,
and had been one of the most popu
lar members of the force the past 25
years. He was a keen observer, quick
Our Store Will Be Open
witted, and possessed an unusual
Evenings
sense of humor. He was a 32d degree
Mason.
Until Christmas
©ack in the days of local roller polo,
when the Majors and Centrals were
MOODY’S
thrilling the crowds with games
UNION, MAINE
marked by intense rivalry, Mr. May
played goal tend for the former team
displaying an amount of skill which
would have brought him professional
honors had he cared to seek them.
HIs enthusiasm over athletics extended t„ Other sports, notably baseball,

Christmas At

i easy to check your budget when

Death of Well Known Postal
Employe Who Served In
France

Free Delivery
ROCKLAND

“At The Brook”

148-150

3 months 75c; 1 year 3.00
1-

PAY FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS EASILY

Christmaa is waiting for you at
the Baby Shop, where all sort* of
dainty gifts are ready to be pur
chased for that new baby. We
will mention just a few articles
which may help you make your
decision.
Four-piece Brush Wool Sets, pink
and white Chinchilla Coats, Baby
Buntings, Dr. Denton Sleeping
Garments, Bath Robes, Blankets,
Snow Suits, Leggings, Sweaters,
Dainty Jackets, Rompers, Fur
Robes, Moccasins and First Step
Shoes, Dolls, Teddy Bears, Tinker
Toys, Stuffed Animals, ate.
These are all displayed on our
countars where you can readily
look them over.

The Baby Shop
393 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

150-151

MALE HELP WANTED
Men to sell our high grade garden
and Held seed direct to planters. A
good position with big income. Ex
perience unnecessary.
COBB CO.,

FRANKLIN. MASS.

149-150

OUR 1930

CHRISTMAS
JOINSAVINGS

CLUB

NOW OPEN

Volume 84.................. Number 1 50

Skidding Motor Car Plunges From Bridge To Ice
Floes and Its Three Rockland Occupants
Perish—All of the Bodies Recovered

Going off to some wonderful town.
maslpr <)f thp <)r_
To show the presents that Santa Claus brings, announcement of his death which up- | waR p:ppIp(1
peared in Ihursdav issue of this paper i
t
While glittering lights surround.
•••
ganization Thursday on the first
was a very great shock to those who ,t.tIjol
*■ (
Unheeding, the sumac)is are flaunting red had taken such an optimistic view ' *a„°1' ,. . , - . ,
„
••• I
The South Warren toll bridge,
plumes.
,w. , Crawford defeated State Senator
point of .Mr. May s condition.
n
.
••• J White birches stand ghostly and still.
Merle
J.
Harriman
of
Readfield
by a which will he eliminated ax
liighThe
deceased
was
a
native
of
Rock

There
’
s
a
murmur
of
water
down
under
the
•••
F. Ardlne Rich
Ice,
land. and son of the late John p. May,
I In the brook at the foot of the hill.
ardson of Strong, a third candidate way menace when the new road and

•••

■».

/

••• ••• ••• ••• m ;

I EDWARD SPEAR MAY

THREE CENTS A COPY

for the office withdrew before the
balloting. On motion by Harriman,
the election of (’rawford was made
unanimous.
Rev. F. L. Lyman* was unanimously
elected chaplain.
The convention by a vote of 518 to
2 refused to adopt a resolution ap
proving a by-law of the National
Grange to increase the per capita tax
on members from eight cents to 12
cents.
F. A. Richardson on the second bal
lot defeated three other candidates
for overseer.
At places where
Grangers gatheredi.it was frequently
expressed that Richardson's with
drawal in the vote for master was
made with a gentlemen's agreement
that he would have the support of
Crawford adherents for overseer.
Allison 1’. Howes of Palmyra, was
reelected lecturer and E. E. Additon
of Auburn treasurer. I. W. Case of
Lubec, was elected steward on the
second ballot against three oppon
ents and W. L. Hammonds of Hamp
den. was elected as gate keeper.
Mrs. Crawford, Mrs. Richardson
and Mrs. Howes, following the usual
custom, were elected '‘Flora,” ‘‘Po
mona,” and “Ceres,” honorary offi
cers. Mrs. Nellie Hascall of Auburn
vas elected secretary to succeed her
father, defeating Fred Walker of
l.eadfield for the office.
Harry P». Crawford, the new mas
ter. is a ‘ dirt farmer” on a large place
just outside of Houlton. He has
large crops of potatoes and other
products and raises cattle and sheep.
He has been a Granger for 21 years,
was for five years master of Houlton
Grange, six years master of Pomona
and for three years overseer of the
State Grange.
Reviewing the farm relief situation
as it is at present u resolution was
passed that it was the sentiment of
the Maine State Grange to urge upon
those in authority to make in the
farm program an equality in agrlI culture between the several sections
| of the country, taking into considera,o" ,he faL*",
a"d ">arkeling
England,
AlRO' Ihat
EnK>a"'> »>-,
‘y
find Irt was a loyal patron of all of 1 "’"T".! ,
formulation of
them. He was “Ned’’ to everybody— measures dealing with the market
a friend of everybody, and as such ing of farm products, particularly
upon the committee having to do
his memory will ever be cherished.
He is survived by his second wife, with the potato and dairy products.
The position of (he Grange in oppoformerly Mildred MacAlman, and a
brother John May of New York.
I sition t0 the export of hydro-electric
The funeral services will be heLI , Power was reaffirmed and particuat the residence, corner High and Ma 1 larly urges the larger activity of the
sonic streets, Sunday afternoon at 2 public utilities in extending to farm
A resolution urged
o’cloclj, Rev. \V. S. Rounds officiating. electrification.
the protection and purity of the bal
lot and another that the State Com
" FRICTION IS DENIED
missioner of Agriculture be made a
* j
ii ~
member qf the New England Council.
And Bath 3 City 1 reasurer, The newly elected officers were installed by the retiring master, John
Former Rockland Man, Is E. Abbott. The State Grange meet
ing of 1930 will probably be in LewPraised
Istort.
Maine has 53.684 Grangers accord
The resignation of City Auditor
ing to the secretary’s report. Knox
Allan Spear of Bath started a rumor
that he retired because of friction County contributes 2012, Lincoln
with the city treasurer’s office. This County 1411 and Hancock County
3869.
yarn was quickly spiked by Mr.
Spear, who issued this statement:
BUSY WEEK OUTLINED
“It has been brought to my atten
The extension agents of the Farm
tion that my resignation from the Bureau will spend this week in Lin
office of city auditor ihas been con coln county conducting planning
strued, in certain quarters, as a re meetings. Harry Richardson, poultry
flection upon the present incumbent specialist of the Extension Service
of the office of city treasurer and the will give a stereopticon talk on "Grow
accounting in his office. I wish to Good Pullets.”
make a voluntary statement, to the
Tuesday there will he a meeting
effect that such an assumption is en of both the men and women at the
tirely erroneous, that I have the ut Christian .Science Church. Damaris
most faith in the integrity of the city cotta. Wednesday the men and wom
treasurer, Ralph K. Hall, and con en will meet in Aina. At this meeting
sider the City of Bath fortunate in besides the regular program there
having such a conscientious servant will he six reels of government
in that office.”
movies. Thursday there will he a
City Treasurer Hall is a former meeting of the n^en's organization in
Rockland boy. son of a well known West Aina at the Grange hall and
mariner who resided at the corner of the women at the Grange hall in
Montsweag. Friday, men and women
Union and *IJndsey streets.
will meet at the Community Hall,
See the beautiful /neckwear nt l|unker Hill and Saturday there will
Burpee & Lamb’s, Rockland. 148-153 he a joint meeting in Whitefield.

bridge are completed, wax the xcene
of a triple tragedy yesterday morn

ing when a Ford auto truck, contain

ing a man and two young women
skidded through the southern railing

and plunged headlong into the icy
waters. The victims were:
Earl Murphy, aged about 3a owner
and driver of the car.
Mrs. Snow Hall, aged 23.
Mrs. Harold Kennison, aged 25.
All of the deceased were residents
of Kockland.
Friday, the thirteenth, was lint 35
minutes old when the truck with its
three happy occupants. Just ret li ning
from a dance in Waldoboro, reached
the bridge.
,
Coming down the incline, prohaihly
at a fair rate of speed, the driver
doubtless espied the hump made by
the draw, and as all careful motorists
do, sought to slow up and avoid a
bad jounce.
Medical Examiner H. W. Frolv ck
who Investigated the conditions early
in the day. Is of the opinion that tlie
■wheels locked when the brakes were
applied and that the car skidded.
Whatever happened the cur struck
the capstan of the draw with such
force that It split the hard pine tim
ber which is approximately seven
inches thick and 15 inches in length
on the top. The rail alongside the
capstan snapped as though it had
been a pl|>estem. and the car started
on its fatal plunge, landing botttm
up in the river.
As it was then within two hours of
low tide the drop to the surface of
the stream was a matter of about 15
feet. Soundings made by Maynard
Condon on the corresponding tide
yesterday afternoon showed about
seven feet of water.

It has been proven in a number of years that the Brew
ster Coats made from the Knox Woolen Felt are the
Warmest without weight, absolutely fast color, rain
proof. Coats for the whole family—Red, Green, Blue,
White. A Coat made to your measure at short notice.
We have a special Heavy Blue to make into Men’s
Reefers.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

J. A. BREWSTER
CAMDEN, MAINE
Telephone 120

Established 1893

Mr. Murphy, whose former 'home
was Stonington, has been employed as
engineer on a New York passenger
steamer, but at odd moments has en
gaged in the antique business here,
and thus became acquainted with
Mrs. Kennison's husband who is also
in that business. Mr. Murphy was
about 30 years old. Funeral arrange
ments had not been made when this
paper went to press.
| Mrs. Harold Kennison was former
ly Iltfhy E. iSprowl. daughter of Mrs.
Arthur M. Sprowl of 34 Til' maston
street. She was employed as clerk
by E. B. Hastings & Co. Her age
j was 25 years. Funeral services will
ihe held at tlie residence Sunday aft: ernoi n nt 3 30 o'clock.
Mrs. Snow Hall was formerly Flor-

A few hundred feet behind the Ience K- Gri*>'- Her childhood was
death car came another Ford truck, ?"cni In Boston, but she had resided
occupied by Mrs. Kennison's husband. , '"''c '<>■' <l»lte a long time, and was
her brother Arthur iM. Sprowl. and married to Mr. Hall four years hgo.
I Her age was 23. The funeral servKdbert Brewer, a well known vaude
ville performer, ThelTcame down the u'es will be held at 183 South Main
Incline just as the head car took its street Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
plunge, and were horrified to see the
tail-lights up-end, and quickly dis
appear. They sensed the significance
of It, even if the crashing s iinil had
not lieen borne upon their ea s.
As the second trio came upon tlie
bridge Murphy’s outcries were plainly
heard. He appeared to he swimming
among the. Ice floes, but Ills voice
had a distressed sound, and his
struggle was brief.
Other persons In the neighborhood
heard the crash—among them Har
vey Cunningham, foreman i f con
struction at the State’s new lirldge
not far away. He, too, heard Mur
phy's outcries, and as quickly as pos
sible went in Albert Jordan's boa:
with the hope of saving the victim.
With him went Maynard Condon,
who hoards at Mr. Jordan's and they
were soon Joined by George Mont
gomery, also a boarder there, and S.
Nllo Spear of (Rockland.
Mr. Spear succeeded in locating
Mrs. Kennison’s body, and with (he
aid of a 'boat hook drew It to tlie boat,
into which it was drawn by Maynard
Condon. Mrs. Kennison was found to
have a very bad cut on her forehead,
and Medical Examiner Frohock gave
it as his opinion that she had died
from a fractured skull before reach
ing the water.

• « • •

Brewster-Made Coats

not only loaned their boats lint furI'lshed trucks to get them there.''
Among tlie particularly active
workers were Albert Condon, foreman
of Gray Boats; and Maynard Condon,
a former ltockland boy who also lent
valuable assistance when another car
went over tlie bridge a few weeks ago.
As soon as tlie disaster had 'become
known word was sent to tlie office of
Ihe State Highway Police, anil I.ieut.
Cushman, whose hours are about 24
each day, was on the spot as fust
as a racing motorcycle could get him
I here. Tlie Central Maine’s wreck
ing outfit also made a record run lo
ihe 'South Warren bridge, anil within
a quarter of an hour Almon Young,
tlie foreman, had powerful electric
lights shining upon the scene to aid
in the search for the bodies. An
other indispensable man on such an
occasion was Fred M. Rlackington,
under whose direction the car was
raised.
The three bodies as rapidly as they
were recovered, were taken in charge
by the Burpee undertakers and conveyed them to their funeral parlors
in Rockland.

SOUNDS BUSINESS LIKE
An ocean mail contract calling for
construction of six new ships .in<l the
expenditure by tin- I'ostoffiie depart
ment 'of $1,421,940 was award d tlie
American Export Co., by I'nxtmaster
General blown.

YOUR KA VOW I E POEM
—*
•
If 1 Int i tc live my life au.iln I wmiM have
made a rule to read some p»w*lrv mid listen
lo Home music at least once a weel. Tlie loss
of theae taster Is a loss of happiness, i liuilea
Darwin.
JES FORE CHRISTMAS

Father calls me William, sister call", nic Will,
Mother calls me Willie but the fellers call me
Hill!
Miehty glad I ain't a girl rutlier he a hoy
Without them sashes, curls an' ili'n s that's
worn by Fontleroy!
Love to chawnk green apples un’ go sw.turnin’
In the lake—
llate to tuke the caster-llv they give ft belly
ache
Most all the time the hull year tnu i' there
ain't no flies on me.
But jes' 'fore fhrlslinas I’m as good as I kin
be!

(Jot a yaller dog named Sport sick iin on
the cut:
Fust thing she knows, she doesn't know white
she Is at !
(lot a dipper sle<l. an' when us boys goes
out to slide,
'Long comes u grocery cart an' we all hook
a tide J
But, sometimes, when the grocer.iman Is
worrited an' cross.
He reaches at me with Ills whip and ! a mips
Ills boss ;
An* then I luf and holler, “Oh? you nev<r
teched me!"
Bid ’jes fore Christmas I'm as good as I kin
be!

The body of Mrs. Hall was found Grun'ma says she hopes that when I set to
man
about 10 a. m„ near where tlie over ! I'll be bea anilsslonerer
like Her oliles’ brother
Dan.
turned auto struck, the discovery
As wui et up by the cannibals that live iti
being made by Roy Whllace. Charles
Ceylon’s Isle,
Where every prospeck pleases an' only man
Woodcock and Lloyd Oxton.
Is vile!
The Gray Boat Shop, which is lo But gran'ma she hud never been to see a
Wild West show,
cated within a few rods of tlie scene Or read
the life of Daniel Booue. or die I
guess she'd know
of the tragedy, was closed for tlie day
That Buffalo HUI an' cowboys is good enough
in order that tlie 16 operatives might
f'r me—
join in the search for Murphy. Capt. Excep' jes' 'tore Christmas, when I ni goal as
I kin be!
Hugh Snow, officer In charge of the
Then of Sport be hangs around, so solemn
Burnt Island Coast Guard Station,
like an’ still—
ever ready to lend aid, brought one His eyes they seem a sayin': "What's er
matter, little Bill?”
of his boats and a crew of sturdy The cat she sneaks down off her perch,
a-wonderin' what's become
men and the river was very carefully I’v. them
two enemies nv hern that use ter
combed. Murphy's body was found
make things hum !
But I'm so perlite and stick so earnest like
about 3.30 p. m. nearly abreast of the
to biz.
boat shop, by Roy Wallace and Ern That mother says to father: "How Improved
our Willie Is!”
est Gamage, at dead low tide.
But father, havin' been a hoy hlsself. sus
picions me
Deputy Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick. When jes'
'fore Christmas I'iu as good as 1 kin
be!
who had charge of the search for
Mr. Murphy's body, expresses grate For Clirlstnms, with Its lots an' Ids uv
candles, cakes an' toys.
ful appreciation of the assistance
Wuz made, they say, f'r proper kids an' not
which everybody In South Warren
f'r naughty boys’
So wash your lace and bresh yer hair, and
seemed glad to lend.
mind yer p's and q’s,
‘‘Tl)ey’ve got a service club of tlieir An' don't bust out yer pantaloons, an' don't
wear out yer shoes :
own, over in that community,’ 'said Say yessnm to the ladles and yessir to the
meir.
Deputy Ludwick.
“It meets only
An' when tbey's i i>#npaiiy don't pass yer plate
when there Is an emergency, hut it
f 'r pie again :
of the things yuu'd like tq seo
is a wonderful organization, and I Bui. thinkiu'
upon that tree,
want you to toll the people of Knox .Jes' i»< f« re (hristntas b, as good as you kfo
I
be!
County how proud of It I uni. Men
- Ku^eue Field,
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THE MOOSE KILL

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Chief Warden Smallwood
Makes a Denial and a Very
Frank Statement

Rockland, 'Me.. Bee. 14. 1924*.
Personally appeared Frank 8. Lfddle who
on oath declared that he is Pressman In the
office of Tho Courier-Gazette, and that of the

Issue of this paper of Dec. 12. 19SB, there was
printed a total of 6227 copies.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —

A CHRISTMAS PRESENT

That yields much satisfaction
is a year’s subscription to The
Courier-Gazette. The visit of
this paper three times every
week is a steady reminder of the
giver—136 times a year. A hand
some Christmas card carrying
the donor's name goes forward
with the gift. Cal at the office
or telephone 770. and the order
will be filled.

OH

YOU MOOSE SUPPER1

Knox County Fish and Game Association Has Delightful
Meeting In Camden, 200 Present

If the Kn ix County Fish and Game property on the shores of Lake Mej Association continues to grow at the gunticook, has been in my mind for
j present rate, and continues to put on some time.
In famine he shall redeem thee
A lew weeks ago The Pennsylvania i
; programs as popular as those which
from death: and in war from the
Alfred C. Hoeking and Dr. Walter Fisli and Game Protective Associa
power of the sword.—Job 5:20.
. I’. Conley furnished at St. George tion held a meeting and we had as a
and Camden, respectively, it may guest Dr. Thomas E. Winecoff. in
some day lie necessary to hold open charge of research for the board of
Rev. George II. Welch of Scranton.
, ai£ meetings on that 6000-acre tract game commissioners of Pennsylvania.
Penn, will occupy the pulpit of the
gave us a very interesting talk and j
known as The Bog game preserve.
Vniversalist Church tomorrow and
The latest triumph in the way of showed sqperal films of moving pic
Christmas Sunday in the capacity of
WITH THE BOWLERS
membership meetings was Thursday tures of the game In Pennsylvania. I
a candidate. Rev. Hal G. Kearns of
night's session*in Masonic Temple, believe I may be able to obtain, these .
Baltimore has advised the hoard of
Next Week's Games
i Camden. There had been 177 reser- Iieaiitiful films to show next summer
trustees that he cannot come to this
City League
. vntions. but when the caterers be- in Maine, when we have opr meeting.
pastorate, for reasons which de
I am als» opening correspondence1
Monday—Federals vs. Dark Horses. , can to serve that delicious moose
veloped in his church at Baltimore
Monday—Street Railway vs. Ce supper it was found that there were with a man who specializes in caperafter he had come to look over the
ment No. 1.
well above 200 present, and it was cailizie and black grouse. The easituation in Rockland. However, Mr.
Tuesday
—
Forty
Club
No.
2
vs.
Cen

necessary to set up extra tables in percallzie is a Scottish pheasant al
Welch comes highly recommended,
tral
Maine.
the ante-rooms. Burkett Bros., who most the size of a turkey. He thrives in
with a brilliant record to hie credit
Friday
—
Burpee
Furniture
vs.
I
did
the catering may well feel satis country similar to the coast of 'Maine.
despite the fact that lie is quite a
Kats spruce buds, berries and the
Wholesalers.
fied
witl#their achievement; every
young man. He is president of the
very kind of feed which grows in
County
League
body
else
was.
Pennsylvania State Y.P.C.V; and
abundance on your game refuge. He
Tuesday—Kickapoo vs. Cement 2.
The attention of the members and
has served on the board of the
is a hardy bird, and protected by the
Wednesday
—
Perry's
Market
vs.
'A.
I
their
guests
(who
included
a
liberal
National Y.P.C.V. He was a room
ganu laws of the State of Maine. If
!
sprinkling
of
ladies)
was
not
wholly
&
P.
Co.
mate of Mr. Kearns at St. Lawrence’s
I receive any good information and
Thursday
—
(Forty
Club
No.
3
vs.
I
up
n
the
feast,
however,
for
everyUniversity, Canton. N. Y. He is a
the price is right, we may be able to
Cement
No.
2.
I
body
bent
an
attentive
car
upon
the
native of Vermont. Js married and has
do business.
Thursday
—
K.
of
1
’
.
vs.
Water
Co.
fine
and
popular
program
presented
two young children, one about ten
Friday—Kickapoo vs A. & P. Co.
during tile banquet hour by Young's
years old. * the other several years
The Dark Horses and Sbeepskin- i four-piece orchestra, a most crcdityounger.
Now that you have a yearly llcrnse
ners are still leaders in the City and I aide organization of several years' fee. why not have our Association
••
Any other statement purporting to ' County Leagues at Carr's alleys. standing.
work for the establishment of the first
The Salvation Army kettles, with
have been made by me is untrue for The standing:
game propagation farm in connec
their appeal for the poor and need>
Col. Walter II. Butler, taking up tion with Maine State Hatchery No.
City League
1 have been very careful at all times I
at Christmas time, are meeting with
Teams
W L I’.C. P.F. the gavel when the dinner parapher 10. The early bird catches the worm
a fair response. So far the weather in making statements concerning my Dark Horses,
IS 6 .730 8210 nalia was discarded, allowed that he and we need the first farm estab
work as I And it very easy to be
has been cold, hut the patient work
• Wholesalers/
14
6 .700 60S 1 did not know which was responsi lished in Knox County. I believe with j
ers, willing to do their “bit” in this misunderstood. My .reports go to Forty Club 2.
15
9 .623 7921 ble for the large attendance—tlie
worthy cause have bravely stood by the Fish and Game department only j Burpee Furniture. 12 12 .300 7740 moose supper or Camden's beautiful Hie influential men in our Associa
tion. we could have the game eommlsThe “kettle” at this time of the year, —in' other words to my superior of 'cement No. I."
12 12 .300 S14S street decorations.
And Camden's sinners make sucli a beginning.
is the medium by which the well pro ficers, and anything for publication Central Maine,
10 14 .417 S021 main street and park certainly never Plirasants, wild turkey, etc., could be
vided for reach out a helping hand to goes out from the department and not (Federals,
6 14 .300 6607
660, did look prettier, even during the successfully propagated.
Pennsyl
the less fortunatd in their city. There from the wardens.
3 19 .208 7348 motor boat regatta.
vania now lias a farm and is raising
While we receive a great deal of Street Railway.
are those to whom Christmas gifts
The report of the St. George meet- wild turkeys. Over 200 turkeys will
County League
are unknown, and it is a real luxury, criticism we expect it if we are ac
W E P.C. P.F. ing. concerning which there is still be liberated this season. The Penn
Teams
to be looked forward to. and* remem tive and on the Job. *
6373 J sa much enthusiastic comment, was sylvania Commission believes the
Speaking again concerning the Sheepskinners.
bered afterward—a good Christmas
5331 . read by the new secretary Dr. Ru- turkey is the easiest of all wild fowl
dinner. This is made possible by the open season on moose, as everyone Cement No. 2,
3979 . pert Stratton.
to feed in winter.
daily contribution dropped in the now knows there was a large kill of Kickapoo.
6179
Ernest C. Davis, at the head of
The Annual meeting of the Associa
Army kettle, and large contributions these animals. Unfortunately there A. & P. Co..
6181 the membership committee is right tion will he held in Dockland in Feb
“ 1 Perry’s Market,
through the mail. Let the “kettle” was a large kill of cows and calves.
5123 in his element when he can turn in ruary. and in anticipation of it Presifigure somewhere in the plans for We wardens know that the farmer Water Co.,
6577 j a long list of new accessories, and I dent Butler appointed this nominat
Christmas shopping during your next or the farmer boys were not respon Thomaston K P..
6354 this was what he did again Thurs ing committee: Frank A. Winslow,
few days, and the Salvation Army sible for this kill, as has been said. Fcrty Club No. 3
day night. Peruse this list: Emerson chairman. Frank E. Morrow of Cam
workers will do their utmost to carry There may have been cases of mis
In a private match at Carr's Thurs Wadsworth. John Salisbury. Arthur den. Alfred C. Hocking of St. George.
taken identity, but it would weem
good cheer to the needy.
that anyone who got near enough day night St. George defeated Gray Dougherty. Marcus Chandler. John Robert M. McKinley of Union. Oscar
to a moose to shoot her between the Boats- 123 pins Nelson’s single of Taylor, Charles Ronco. Albert A. Starrett of Warren and Raymond E
Yesterday wasn’t much of a day
eyes or under the butt of the ear 112 and total of 468 made bin top- French. O. It. Brown. II. W. Jantie- Thurston of Rockland. A meeting
for warship trials but U. S. S. Okla
was certainly near enough to know notcher. Simmons was chief boat son. Owen C. Staples. J. H. Hobbs, of this committee will be called imhoma doesn’t mind a small thing like whether the moose had antlers Ar man. The summary;
Ralph Knight Hate Handley and Mrs. nmiiately after the holiday rush.
a baby blizzard and she put to sea not. Furthermore it must be appar
George—Nelsn. 46S; Erirtron. i J. H. Hobbs. Camden; Dr. William
The calling of Dr. Conley to the '
at the first opportunity for a four- ent that shooting cows and calves 441; Harjula. 401; Johnson. 100; G. Ellingwood, Willard S. Fales, Ever- chair was tilt signal for an ovation
hour run at 10 knots, the purpose of means a depletion of the breeding Newiiert. 411; total. 2121.
i ett A. Munsey, Harold E. Coombs, which served as a tribute for what
which was to test her fuel economy. stock for the future.
Gray Boats—Gantage. 3S9: Wallace, A. J. Moating. W. C. Noyes. Flora that popular official had done in
She then came back to the Rockland
Speaking again of Divisi n C and 364: Condon. 382: Simmons, 441; H. , Studley and Elizabeth C. Morey, arranging this big Camden meeting.
course and made three of her full of the fact that there are but five Newbert, 422; total. 1998.
i Rockland: Robert Unscott, Wash
• • • •
• » • «
power standardization runs, in the wardens to handle it. I can perhaps
ington; Kenneth M. Rose, Thomas
course cf which a speed in excess of better describe it by saying that it 1 The Sheepskinners continued their ton: J. A. Robbins. Searsmont, and
He presented the new deputy jem20 knots was attained. “Salted” con extends from Pemaquid Head to winning streak at Carr's Thursday Fred E. Rankin. East Union.
tr.issioner Archie Grover of Augusta.
I who had- glowing praise for Maine's
densers and approaching dusk caused Georgetown then to Woolwich. Wis night, defeating Forty Club No. 3 hy
40
pins.
E.
Stone
was
in
a
class
by
a postponement of the other two runs casset and Dresden up the Kenne
This report evoked from President ' scenic beauty and who outlined his
until today. The battleship will go bec River to North Vassalboro, across himself, his total Including a 114 and Butler the comment that the program " u'king of the Maine fish and game
a
115.
The
summary:
from here to the Philadelphia Navy to Montville through to Frankfort
and membership committees ap- ■ department. He advocated the rais
Yard to remain until after the holi by the way of Brooks thence down to | Sheepskinners—Young, 276; Sim I peared to be running a ntek and neck ing of til ore game, referring particu
mons.
254:
Davis.
258:
W.
Stone.
243:
larly to pheasants. The Dupont Com
days, and will then return to the Bucksport by the coast line to Bel
' race.
Guantanamo. Cuba. base. Endurance fast then by coast line to Rockland E. Stcne. 320: total. 1333
President Butler referred, to the pany has volunteered to furnish 790
Forty
Club
No.
3
—
Peaslte,
260;
pheasant eggs next spring and these I
runs of four hours each at 15 knots, and back to Pemaquid.
Miller. 248: Glendenning. 287; Lamb. success achieved by the Thanksgiv will lie taken care of by the various
39 knots and full speed will be made
• • ♦ •
ing Day turkey shoot at Oakland
271.
Palmer.
247:
total.
1313.
associations.
Deputy Grover de
during the trip to Philadelphia.
With such a territory you will see
Park, which had netted $20 for the
scribed the present fish hatchery
that it is impossible for one of us
The following schedule of the Star 1 till.
system and told of the necessity for !
Seats for the High School faculty wardens, covering from 320 to 340 Alley League is additional to that
Former President C. F. Snow, now finding suitable rearing pools it
play “The -Patsy” will be checked square miles, to he at any one place published in Thursday’s issue:
on the advisory board of the State there is to be additional raising of
Monday and Tuesday. 3.30 to 6 o’clock every day and still cover our terri
j)ec 24—Alleys vs. brewer’s Stars. Fish and Game department, ex- salmon and trout. The pools must .
at Chisholm’s fruit sto^e and at the tory. We arc doing our best trying
Dec. 26—Odd Fellows vs. R.V.F.A. pressed dissatisfaction with the pres have a sufficient amount of water and
High School. On Wednesday from 7 to meet every condition as it comes
Dec. 27—Forty Club vs. Norton’s ent season on migratory birds, and of lie spring-fed—as cool as possible, for |
o’clock on the checking'will be com to us. ready to investigate any sub Strong Men.
the endeavor winch would be made
the fish die in warm water. With
pleted at the High School Tel. 324-W. stantial complairttv^ay or night. We I Dec. 31—Odd Fellows vs. Brewer’s through the State department to
the proper increase of rearing pools I
Curtain is at 8.15 and the play is up need the cooperation of the sports Stars.
; have new limits for woodcock and
one-third more fish ran be planted.
to the usual high standard.
The men and all those that'are interested , Jan. 1—Forty Club vs. R.Y.F.A.
1 partridges.
Declaring that the conservation 1
proceeds will go towards re-decorat in conservation and the proper en I Jan. 2—Alleys vs. Norton's Strong
Chief Game Warden Fred R.
and culture of fish and game is be
ing the auditorium and lower corri forcement of fish and game laws. Men.
Smallwood said that the report in a coming mereasingly iminirtant, the
dors.
We try to use discretion, but it is
Jan. 7—Forty dub vs. Alleys.
Portland newspaper that 26 cow speaker recited the fact that nearly i
difficult at times to distinguish be
Jan. 8—R.V.F.A. vs. Brewer’s Stars. moose had been killed during the
half a mlliion dollars was paid to j
tween a willful violation and a vio
Jan. 9—Odd Fellows vs. Norton's open season in Knox County was in
Rev. W. J. Day of Winthrop, Mass.,
guides last year.
lation based on ignorance.
Strong
Men.
correct.
but
that
19
m*s
and
calves
returned home from the hospital last
J. H. Montgomery described hu
I want all sportsmen and trappers
Jan.
14
—
Forty
dub
vs.'
Brewer's
had
been
killed
in
Knox.
Lincolii-und
Sunday and is now doing so nicely
morously how he made friends with
to understand that we wardens are Stars.
Waldo
Counties.
He
said
there
had
that it seems just a matter of strength working for their interest at all
a landowner, and confessed that he
Jan. 15—Odd Fellows vs. Alleys.
been some comment as to the wisdom
building before he resumes his pulpit times, and our work can be made
Jan. 16—IR.V.F.A. vs. Norton’s of closing The Bog as a game sanctu sometime^ thinks there is too much
duties. Mr. Day is deeply grateful easier, and greater results obtained
protection.
Strong Men.
ary. but told how he and Warden
to the Baptist Men’s League for the from tlie cooperation of the sports
• * * *
Brown
had
tramped
a
whole
day
in
handsome flowers which it sent while men with us. For the information of
In the City League at Carr’s
Dr. W. F. Bisbee rose to the defense
he was fn the hospital. Local inter the public I may say that the Deputy Wednesday night Perry’s Market de the preserve without finding human
footsteps made hy other than a of the wardens, to Whom almost
est as to Mr. Day’s welfare has been Wardens in District C arc Ralph W. feated Water Company seven pins,
woodehopper.
In the preserve at everybody lies, in his opinion. There
very keen, and this news will occasion Erown of Rockland. Winfield S. the contest being settled in the last
the present time were noted moose wouldn’t be a bird or a deer left in
much satisfaction.
Foster of Coopers Mills, Pearl A. box. What's in a name? You will and deer, rabbits and birds in abund Knox County if it were not for them,”
Nelder of Wiscasset. William Davis ask after learning that Small had ance and hen turkeys. There is con he asserted.
The Baptist Men’s League will of East Union1 and Frank SI. Bailey the largest string and total. The sum siderable vermin, which will receive
“We need regulations to preserve
mary:
attention in the near future.
meet Wednesday evening. Supper at of City Point. Belfast.
our fish and game,’’ said Senator Z.
Perry’s Market—Small, 291; Scho
Fred
R.
Smallwood
• • * »
M. Dwinal. “In some quarters the
€.30, followed by a musical program.
field. 254: Abbott. 254: Cameron, 217;
Chief Warden
Group singing under the direction of
The Knox County Fish and Game impression prevails that some of the
Norton. 264: total, 1280.
John Taylor of Camden.
Musical
laws have been put on the'statute
Water Company—Curtis. 241; Car Association counts as one of its best
ROCKLAND ROTARIANS
readings by Mrs. Beulah Ames.
ter, 257: Fitzgerald, 266; Winslow. and most influential friends Dr. books for the benefit of a few sports
i
__ .
Songs pf the People, sung by Mrs.
Charles A. E. Codnian of Philadel men. both inside and outside of
261; Shaw. 248; total. 1273.
Gladys Morgan. Heart songs sung Discuss Rotary Principles and Celei
♦ • • ♦
phia and the following letter from the State.”
Brate
Membership
Birthdays
The program* concluded with some
•by a male quartet. The evening's
At Carr’s last night A. & P. beat him was read by the president.
program will close with the singing
I am very much interested in all .excellent entertainment features—
What is Rotary?” was the topic K. of P. 13«8 to 1354.
of Christmas Carols.
the work our Association is attempt Amos and Andy (Alvah L. Anderson
under discussion at Friday’s luncheon
ing and am willing to work, to carry and Martin C. Richards) In songs and
EVERY NEW OWNER
of the local dub. The topic received
out the program as outlined by you. skits, with Mr. Adams at the piano:
Attractions at Strand Theatre next attention from a group of members.
week: Monday and Tuesday are “The Dr. Ellingwood the chairman, assist
Edgar C. Smith, secretary of State, I feel the Association may accom Otto Mattson with the accordlan;
Mysterious Island, sound, talking and ed hy H. O. Gurdy. who dealt with the spoke before a group of about 25 plish much: and in a short space of and Ted Johnson with guitar and
The storm of applause
technicolor, featuring Lionel Barry quality of fellowship, the association municipal officials and interested citi time, fish and game may *be more yodels.
more and Lloyd Hughes; Wednes in particular with younger men. zens in Auburn explaining the new plentiful in the county. What we hav * which greeted each number showed
day-Thursday. “So This Is Colfpge,” preventing the stepping aside as one auto excise tax which will go into Hone in Pennsylvania, can be suc bow well pleased the crowd was with
with all-star cast, all talking; Fri grows old: -by Ernest Keene, who effect with the issuing of the 1930 cessfully carried out by our Knox the entertainers.
Interjected into tlie entertainment,
County Association. The establish
day-Saturday. “Battle of Paris,” a discussed the philosophy of service autome.bile registrations.
musical comedy from behind the above self and the development of
A car can 'be taxed) as often as it ment of the* large refuge close to but not down on the program was a
Rockland, now that all hunting is specialty hy A. L. Briggs of National
front with * Charles Ruggles, the individual capacity; by Dr. Neil Fogg, changes owners, he stated.
drunken comedian from “My Lady who featured Rotary as one of the
Tho new tax, Mr. Smith, explained, forbidden, will show results at once. Biscuit fame. His chair collapsed
Lies,’’ and Gertrude Lawrence.
significant movements of the present is a privilege tax whose purpose is Restoring native game and stocking and everybody conceded that he had
age with respect to the enlarging of to replace the old auto property tax with suitable birds and animals will the floor. Restoring him to a normal
be one of the best efforts of the As position brought interesting and
Educational Ulub drive managers a man’s capacity for service to his and to insure the taxation of all Maine
amusing recollections of the part he
sociation.
are urged to make immediate returns community: i»y 'Harold Karl, who cars. In the past few years it has
Tlie little game refuge which John played recently in “The Wbmanless
of collections to Alice Hovey treas laid stress upon the good to lx* done been estimated that from 30 to 40 per
Gribbel stated we could make of his Wedding.”
urer. and leave for the president lists in tlie smaller cities .by members cent of the cars in the State have not
secured, that recognition of service who had caught the real Rotary spirit. oeen taxed: either through negligence
may be made at opening Dec. 20. And Dr. Ellingwood concluded the on the part of the owners or through
by pointing cut that intentional avoidance. The purpose
when regular 4 o’clock study in civics, discussion
current events, psychology may be through the six objects of Rotary the of the tax is not to bring more money
of misunderstanding is de into the communities, but rather to
resumed. An executive 'board meet feud
ing for the same date and place, at stroyed. jealousy is replaced by love see that all auto owneim are treated
and qualities are generated that be equally. Indeed, he said, the money
3 o'clock is called.
come a power, beginning with the taken in from taxes may be no more
A new eating place rapidly coining community and extending round the than formerly because of the fact that
WILL BE GIVEN AWAY
into public favor has been opened by world. ‘ Rotary, he said, stands for the many cars will be taxed less.
Mr.
Smith
told
them
that
one
im

Frank B. Allen next door to the Ken practice of courtesy among boys, the
nedy fruit store on Main street. Mr supporting of the school board and portant feature of the new tax is that
Allen has an immaculate plant with teachers until respect and courtesy all valuations are based on the cur
all the newest wrinkles for instant for the rights of others may become a rent model and not the year of manu
sandwich service. Chef Clinton is governing principle among youth facture as the old tax receipt stated.
—and Rotarians should set the ex The law says that the ear shall he
much on the job giving satisfaction.
The first ticket will be held seven days, the
taxed 23 mills on the current model.
ample.
He emphasized the fact that a lot of
The birthday candle this time sat
j
These teachers returned today to
second the next seven days, etc.
their respective homes for the upon the table occupied bv Dr. Foss. “horse sense” must be used by the
officials
in
the
taxation
of
cars
of
un

U.
M.
Richardson.
A.
C.
‘
McLoon,
R.
Christmas vacation: Miss Alice Web
ster to Portland. Miss Anna Webster E. Thurston and E. L. Toner, to whom determined. value such as trucks built
a to Bangor. Miss .Sally Dyer to also was brought a birthday cake on old touring car chassis and home
1 Charleston. Me., Miss Hope Adams to surmounted by candles, which piece made cars which contain parts of
of courtesy evoked response in a song, many different models. "Get the year
iLinncus.
,
Tickets obtainable at the store with every
variously sung by the five gentlemen of the model of the chassis and what
“Glorifying the American Gill.” a and quite respectfully endured by the the body cost." he advised. “Then
talk with the owner and arrive at a
[Ziegfeld production, will be at the listeners.
Twenty-five Cent Purchase
Rotarians Chandler, Wooster and sensible conclusion.”
lstrand Theatre Dei
It fear
Judge Smith said that a non-resi
■tures Rudy Vallee. Eddie Cantor, Jameson were present from Camden
and Francis Saville, Rev. H. B. Seli- dent is not liable to the payment of
|Mary Eaton and Helen Morgan.’
ger, M.. L. Button of Boston and L. the new tax: although in his opinion,
How many Rockland citizens know O. Bitstrip of Portland were guests. and also in the opinions of many oth
rthat “The Flying Yankee.” fastest A note of thanks was read from Stan ers. if a non-resident keeps his auto
train of the<Maine Central ami Bos dish Perry, of the Camden club, for in a Maine city all through the year
Northend Drug Store
Rankin Block
ton and Maine runs 114 miles non flowers sent by the local club while he is liable to the payment of the
regular
property
tax.
he
is
in
the
Rockland
hospital,
ttop, PtfrUubU IV
Before me,

FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Because certain statements have
appeared in the press and elsewhefe
purporting to have been made by me
I wish to make this statement to
clear up any misunderstanding.
Division C ol' the southern zone,
of which I am fn charge comprises
considerable territory outside of Knox
County, in fact extends from the
Kennebec on the west to the Penob
scot River on the east. The division
is divided into districts numbered 11.
12. 13, 14. and 15 with a deputy war
den in charge of each district.
Although there appeared in the
press recently a statement regard
ing the recent open season on moose
with my flame signed to It. I would
like to say that I did not make that
statement. In fact I have made no
statements concerning the moose
situation, except on Wednesday night
at the close of the third day of
moose hunting when I told a group
of sportsme n that there had been 25
moose killed in my division—not in
Knox County but in my division, and
that eight moose out of the 25, that
1 knew about, had been illegally
killed.

4iRr^Ar$Rrv'A;4Rr5Ar'Mr
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Aihatbh

KENT.

Screen-Grid Radio
$132.00
All you have to

COMPLETE

do is listen
hen

••

Free Philco

Monday Night

W

your Atwater

the pleasure that Atwater Kent has
built into it.

The tone—Electro-Dynamic, of
course—is amassing in its freedom from
operating noises. You can focus the

enormous power like a searchlight on
the station you want. Dependability is
backed by the reputation that almost
2,500,000 Atwater Kent sets have made.

The Table Model
Complete $118.00

*

•

Yes, we know the radio’s right. We’ve

proved it ourselves. We’re waiting to

prove it to you with a demonstration.
You just have to listen—and enjoy it.

MOtttl F-4
SPEAkLH
MODEL53 RECEIVER

Free

TO ALL ATWATER KENT RADIO DEALERS

Demonstration

We arc satisfied that no better radio set than
our present Screen-Grid Models can be pro
duced either by ourseives cr by our competitors.
We will continue to manufacture and sell the
present Atwater Kent line throughout the spring
season.
(Signed)
,
At'.vater Kent Manufacturing Company

John A. Karl & Company
305 Main St.

Tel. 745—W

Rockland, Maine

150-154

WEST APPLETON

Hand Painted Parchment Shades

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Oxton
were recent visitors at M. A. Mc
Lain’s.
%
L. A. Fuller is spending a few days
in Camden.
Norman Ladd is at Thurman
Fogg’s for a brief stay, after spend
ing the summer and fall at North
Haven.
Many people were in town for the .
hunting season, among them Mr.
and Mrs. I). H. Fogjf and daughter
of Portland, guests of his mother
Mrs. Cora Fogg: Alfred eleven and
Albert Hanson of Portland, guests
of C. M. Pert; Mr. and Mis. Leslie
Hall of Ciftnden. guests of M. A. Mc
Lain. Mr. Hall being one of the lucky
hunters bringing down a moose.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fowles were
in Belfast recently.
Bert Weymouth of Belfast is help
ing M. E. Harriman cut wood.

Others with French Prints, Godey Pictures and
Silhouettes
JTrays, Pictures, China, Embroideries, Cards and
Imported Novelties from 50 Cents up

Myrtle Strong
Thomaston

30 Knox Street
OPEN EVENINGS

150-133

Yoitr rug problems can be settled
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock
street, Tel. 170. We shampoo youi
rugs and return them promptly, like
new.
124-tf

The law (if habit is probably our
most exacting law. People invari
ably do things from habit. T^is ap
plies to newspaper reading. People ,
do not have to read newspapers, hut
I 90 per cent of them do read news- '
I papers, and they do it every day. and

' at about the same hour of the day.

Take your own case. That is why
| newspaper advertising is the most
| profitable form of advertising ever i
invented. People who read newsi papers are influenced by what they
! read in the news and editorial col, umns—and they therefore are im
pressed by newspaper advertising.
! It costs less than any other kind.

Dec. 23

D. L. McCarty

you select

Kent Screen-Grid Radio Jure,
you’re sure that you’ll get out of it all

IXXXXXXXXXX******
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WHY NOT A

CHRISTMAS
HEADQUARTERS
:: GI FT S::

BICYCLE
For the Boy for Christmas

1930 Models $30.00 up

That Suits Your
Taste and Purse

Now in Stock

Tires, Tubes, Lights, and
Supplies
Second Hand Bikes $10 up

Davis Bicycle Shop
PARK PLACE

ROCKLAND

»>ta».9.».>i3ists.s.s,5i2.aj.s^,s,as,a?s,

Corner Drug Store,
V

I

Inc.
Main A Limerock Sts., Rockland
Mail Orders Filled

Evcry-Othcr Day

•^R/'R&=t
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
Tuesday evening at Odd Fellows hall.
Supper will be served at 6.
.

Jaa

For Christmas Gifts
VISIT THIS INTERESTING STORE

Sljrn be yr glab. 900b proplr

The auxiliary of Sons of Union
Veterans meets Wednesday evening,
with s.upp-er at 6 and the usual busi
At tlfta time of llir year
ness session. Mrs. Emma Hall and
Anb light
yr
llO
tlOltr
(UanblrB
P'1* * FostUla Benner. chairmen. There
j t o —r t.
( wm |,e a Christmas tree, and eaen
is to take a gift costing not
3For lji0 star it slynrtl} rlrar member
over 25 cents.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 14 -rbrlstmas bazaar at Legion hall.
Dec. 1IJ—Wawenock Club meets with Mrs.

Abbie Campbell.

Dec. IS—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Dec. 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men s
League.
Dei'. 19—High School faculty play,
The
Patsy," at High School auditorium.
Dec. 20—Rockland High School closea.
Dec. 20—(7.15) Educational Club opens with
State speaker at Copper Kettle.
Dec. 25—Christmas.
Dec. 31—Harmony Club Ball at Temple
hall.
.1 Jan. 4 Knox Pomona Grange meets with
.VSouth Hope Grange.

The packing of clams has begun at
the Underwood factory.

Knox 'Pomona Grange meets with
South Hope Grange Jan. 4. *

Evening school has been discon
tinued at the Rockland Commercial
College until Jan. 2. Day school con
tinues with the exception of Christ
mas Day and the remainder of that
week.
The Past Noble Grands' Association
of Knox and Lincoln Counties will
mpet at Odd Fellows hall, Rockland,
Dec. 18, in conjunction with the Past
Grands. Visiting members are to
supply sweet food.

Fifteen members of Chapin Class
met Thursday in the Vniversalist
vestry and tacked three comforters to
be donated to relief work. Italian
dinner was served under the direction
of Mrs. Carrie Palmer, president.

And inspect one of the largest and best selected
stocks in Maine of useful and practical Gifts that
will bring cheer and joy to your family and friends.
We might mention a few of the many items—
DINNER WARE
in latest shapes and decorations
COLORED GLASSWARE
a wonderful display in all its beauty. You must see
it to get the latest
COLORED ENAMELED WARE
to doll up that kitchen with sunshine
CHINA TEA SETS
in their Oriental colorings
LUNCHEON SETS ’
Rose, Green, and the new Ritz Blue
CHINA CUPS AND SAUCERS
Just arrived hand painted at 25c; worth at least 50c
CASSEROLES
Pyrex, Vitrified China, Bake Glass in beautiful
frames, or without frames
BREAD AND CAKE CABINETS
in all colors
RICH CUT GLASS
ARTISTIC POTTERY
Jardinieres, Vases, Etc.
ELECTRIC PORTABLE LAMP
Italian and Japanese designs
In fact everything to be found in Household utensils
and prices are always reasonable at this reliable store

Under the auspices of the Ladies',
Aid of the Pratt M. E. Church, Miss
Lottie L. Tillotson, a renowned world
traveler, will appear at the audi
torium Tuesday evening at 7.45 in a
travelogue on the Hawaiian Islands,
Covering the customs and habits of
the people, the scenic grandeur, etc.
Miss Tillotson who has made exten
sive trips in Central America, Alaska,
the Hawaiian Islands, and many
other parts of the world comes highly
recommended as a speaker, and an
authority on the subject of travel.

A large group of Catholic women
from Rockland. Thomaston and Cam
den-met at the Thorndike Hotel Tues
day evening and listened to an in
teresting talk on "Study Clubs," giv<;n hy Mrs. Matthew F. Dunn of Port
land. Mrs. Dunn, who is a member
of the national committee of the
National-Council of Catholic Women,
Is a woman of much personal charm
and an eloquent speaker. Mrs. Wil
liam P. Walsh was chairman of the
meeting. A social . hour closed the
evening's entertainment.

■ These officers were elected in An
derson Camp, r\’o. 7. Sons of Union
Veterans of the Civil War: Com
mander, Willis I. Ayer; senior vice
commander, J. E. Stevens; junior
vice commander, Fred A. Carter;
camp council, H. C. Chutto, Elmer C.
Davis, William N. Benner, Jr.; sec
retary. Edward K. Gould; treasurer.
Edward C. Moran; chaplain, Dr. A.
•V. Heald. Thomaston; patriotic in
structor, Archibald F. Green, Cam
den: guide, George A. Nash, Winterport; color bearef, Walter H. Wotton. Friendship; inside guard. Ben
jamin Davis, Warren; members of
Civil War Memorial Association for
tjiree years. Willis I. Ayer, Edward
C. Moran; Memorial Day committee,
Willis I. Ayer and Ernest C. Davis.

A cooked food sale is to be held at
the store of the Rockland Hardware
Co. this afternoon at 1.30 nnder the
auspices of the Blue Bonnet Troop,
lillrl Scouts, with Lieut. Mary Lawry
We will give S.*&H. green discount
in charge. The proceeds will be used >tamps on all accounts paid in full
for a worthy family in Rockland. The to Jan. 1st:. Will be open every eve
energetic Scouts hope for generous ning until Christmas. Gonia’s.—adv.
patronage.
Wreaths and Christmas trees at
A verdict In favor of the plaintiff Fuller-Cobb-Da vis.—adv.
was rendered yesterday by Associate
,
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Justice Pattangall in the case of
Lucy C. Farnsworth vs. The Security
The fat purse and the flat purse
Trust Company.
This case was are both welcome daytime or eve
heard at the September term of the ning at Miss Bicknell’s Gift Shop, 12
Supreme Judicial Court. It involves Knox street.—adv.
the title to a lot of land in the rear
and adjoining ihe Bank Building on
Spring street. E. W. Tike and Gil
ford B. Butler for plaintiff; Alan L.
'Bird for defendant.

R. V. Stevenson ,

A special program and motion pic
tures of the stock exchange will be
presented (Monday at the Forty Club
with Principal Blaisdell in charge.

Morse High School has entered
upon its basketball season with a
great deal or confidence that a ma
jority of ots games will be won.
Rockland High plays Morse at Bath
Feb. 5, and Morse plays a return
game here Feb. 26.
I

an
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Let Us Solve Your Christmas Problems With Furniture — Practical, Durable
Beautiful—The Ideal Gift For Mother, For Father, For Him, For Her, For All!

LAMPS!
SPINNET DESKS
Can You Imagine a Finer Gift?

MAGAZINE RACKS
All Styles and Sizes

$1.49

We have a splendid as

sortment of Lamps for

the home with the beau
tiful new color combina

tions,
SPLENDID VALUE

COGGSWELL CHAIRS

t

Shades,

Parchment

New

SMOKING SETS
All Styles

Colored

95c up

Bases

At Rare Bargains

BOUDOIR LAMPS
$1.29

BRIDGE LAMPS

'

*

PAPERING AND TA1XTIXG, Why not de
that papering and painting before tlie spring
i usli * Xew ceilings. ( IIARLES k COLLINS,
J'lLiiillll St. Tel. 11*4 It;
l.,0»l.'2'

New

$1.45

Rev. George H. Welch of Scranton,
! Pa., will preach at the Church of Im
manuel (Unlversalist) Sunday morn5‘ing at 10.30. The quartet will render
I the anthem "The Earth Is the Lord’s,”
’1 Hosmer and Mrs. Veazie. soprano,
i I will sing Faure’s “Crucifix.” Church
I School and Knickerbocker Class at
i noon; junior Y.P.C.V. at 3 o'clock
11 with Gordon Bowser as leader; senior
Y.P.C.V. at 6 o’clock, Virginia Walker
and Ruth Davis leader.

Authorized Dealers

585-7 Main Street
'

THE MAHOGANY TREE

Christmas Is here;
Winds whistle shrill,
Icy and chill,
Little care we:
Little we fear

!
!

Weather without,

Sheltered about
Tlie mahogany tree.
—Thackeray.

<

The

Practical Gift
Woman

■j \/07

«■

For Every

of all styles and colors

We Will Hold Your
Goods Until Christmas
Cash or Easy Terms

the

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO,
Telephone 980

313-319 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

Let This Handsome Piece Make

Your Christmas Merry!

>■ Give

'hy’Sr the

I

HOME

A Kansas man confesses to having
killed the brother of his fiancee be
cause be insisted on the repayment of
$40 the killer had borrowed from him.
Oil. well, a man with such ideas
-wouldn’t have made much of a
bfother-in-law.—St. Louis Post-DIspatcii.

z

Ns Wohder They Call Rockland

“Is The Doctrine Of The Deity Of
Jesus A Help To Faith Today?” will
be the subject of Mr. Kenderdine’s
sermon at the morning service at
10.30 at Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church. The choir will sing “The
King of Love,” Shelley, and “The
Heavens Are Declaring.” Beethoven.
Sunday School will convene at 12
noon. Epworth League will meet at
6 p. m. to discuss the subject of
“Church Attendance,’ fhe leader of
the topic being Mrs. Leroy Chatto.
This being the third Sunday of the
month a literary subject is due for
the evening sermon, and this time
the book is George Eliot’s “Romola.”
The choir will sing “The Radiant
Morn Hath Passed Away,” Wloodward, The Tuesday evening Church
family night program will be sus-’
pended until the Christmas and New
Year season is over, but the regular
prayer service will be held Tuesday
1 evenings at 7 o’clock. The lesson in
i "The Life Of Christ” for this Tues
day will be “The Ordination of the
Twelve.”

^Th? Lims City”
For nearly 200 years men Eave
been taking rock from the;
earth in the vicinity of Rock
land and manufacturing it into
lime. Samuel Waldo started
the industry in 1733 when he
bagan selling lime to his neigh
bors. Since then, Rockland
lime has been shipped to practica’ly every country in the
world. For many years Rock
land ha3 been the largest lime
producing city in the East, the
Rockland and Rockport Lime
Corp, shipping an average of
100,000 tons of burned lime
products and 75,000 tons of
natural limestone.
This industry, with an annual

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SECURITY
TRUST COMPANY

The annual Nueeting of the stockholders of
the Security Trust Company will be held at
its banking rooms at Rockland, IMalne, on
Tuesday. January 14, 1930, at 10 o'clock
A. M. for the choice of a Board of Directors
and an Executive Committee for the ensuing
year., and for tlie transaction of such busi■ ness as may legally come before them.

payroll of nearly $1,000,000 is
of great importance to Rock
land and Knox County. With
the development of new chemi
cal and electro-chemical uses,
and the increasing use of lime
in agricultural pursuits, the fu
ture of Rockland's lime indus
try is brighter today than it
has been for some time.
During its 78 years of service
The Rockland National Bank
has played an important part
in the development of Rock
land's liipe industry.
It has
faith in the future of this busi
ness and pledges itself to assist
in any way consistent with safe
banking procedure.

Rockland National Bank
ROCKLAND,

J. C PERRY. Clerk.

Rockland, Maine, December 12. 1929.

MAINE

159-8-5

Rockland’s Oldest

IB2S

IS5S

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldobor.

R.aklaad Highland,

ARTI8TIC MEMORIALS In
STONE

/

No prisoner ever trained for four
or live years in a prison machine shop
has ever returned to prison, the rec
ords show. Labor unions cooperate
because these goods are not sold in
the open mark'd, but are bought by
purchasing agents for towns, villages,
cities and counties.

j

JUNIOR LAMPS
CEDAR CHESTS

Rockland, Maine

Telephone 721

I
'

* * ♦ *

“The Stairway To God." will he Mr.
, MacDonald’s subject at the First
Baptist Church on Sunday morning.
The choir will sing, “In Heavenly
Love Abiding.” Lawrence, and "Jesus
Shall Reign.” Schnecker. The Church
School session will be held at 12
o’clock. “What Have Young People
To Give?” will he discussed in the
Christian Endeavor meeting at. 6
o’clock. Miss Helen Coltart will lead
the service. The people’s evening
service will open with the “big sing”
at 7.15. The teachers of fhe congre
gation are selecting the hymns for
this sing. Mrs. Magune and Mrs.
Joyce will play a piano duet and Miss
Lorna Post will sing. “O My Soul
Bless Thou Jehovah.” Herbert. The
choir will sing. “Let Vs Crown Him/’
McGranahan. The pastor’s subject
will be, “See!” The prayer and praise
meeting will .be held on Tuesday eve
ning at 7.15 with “Christmas Trail
Blazers” as the subject.

1

House=Sherman, Inc.

* ♦ ♦ *

erue

BORN

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the many friend? who so
kindly remembered me with gifts, .letters and
k hards during my stay in Knox (Hospital, also
the doctors and nurses.
Mrs. Martha Heath
South Hope
P

• r* ? ♦ gives you more power, more distance,
more volume, more selectivity, than any
other instrument • . . and the glorious
colorful tone that is not duplicated in any
other radio at any prices

• * * »

Big Apple Sale, Wednesday, Dec.
18. Sale starts 10 a. m. Twenty-five
cents per bushel and up. Sweet cider
made fresh every day. Full strength
( jfinegar, 29 cents per gal., until last
*>f the month. Bring your containers.
This js one big opportunity for the
public. J. H. 'Simonton, 275 Main
street, Rockland.
150-152

DIED

RADIO

♦ * * »

Tomorrow will be the tenth anni
“Alice could have married anybody
Live bait and blood wortns. l’hii she pleased.” “Then why is she still versary of the • beginning of Mr.
Thomas, 6 Chestnut street, Rockland. single?” “She never pleased any Rounds' pastorate at the Congregational Church. The subject of his
body."—Tit-Bits.
Tel. 199.
149&151
sermon vyill be “The Gospel of the Son
of God.” The Church School will convene at the neon hour. The Comi rades of the Way will hold an open
i meeting at 7 o’clock and Rev. C. D.
Crane will give readings in dramatic
form from “The Christmas Carol’’ by
Dickens. The public is invited.

149-lt

TURNER At Razorville. Dec. —. Ira Turner,
aged 70 years.
MURPHY'—At Warren, Dec. 13, Earl Murphy,
formerly of Stonington, aged about 30 years.
KBNXWON—At Warren. Dei. 13. Ruby E.
(lSprowl), wife of (Harold k Kennison, aged
25 ye\rs. 10 mopths, 28 days.
Funeral
Sunday afternoon .at 3.30 o’clock.
HALL—At Warren. Dec. 13, Florence E.
(Gray), wife of Snow .Hall, aged 23 years,
9 months. Funeral Monday afternoon at
2 o'clock.
MAY—At Rockland, Dec. 12, Edward IS. 'May.
aged <56 years, 28 days. Funeral Sunday
at 2 o'clock.

Rev. L. G. Perry will deliver a preChristmas address Sunday morning
at 10 30 at Littlefield Memorial
Church and at 7.15 he will speak from
topic “Can the saved be lost?” The
choir will sing at both services and
B.Y.P.U. at 6.15 and Bible school
meets at 11.45.

First Church of Christ. Scientist,
dedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning servit^ at 10.30 o’clock.
Subject Of lesson sermon, “God the
Preserver of Man.” Sunday School
at 11.45. The reading room is located
“How is it. Uncle Mose, you are
at 400 Main street, over Daniels’
asking for credit when you had such
a good cotton crop?” asked the store jewelry store, and is open each week
day from 2 to 5 o’clock.
proprietor in a southern town.
“De ducks got ’boutall dat cojtton,
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
sub.” was the mournful reply.
“What do you mean 'by the ducks R$v. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
got it?”
"Well, you see,'' explained the old for the Third SuniWj'in Advent: Hidy
man, “I sent dat cotton up to Communion at 7.30; choral eucharfsl
Memphis, an' dev deducks the freight, and sermon at 10.30; church school at
an’ dey deducks tlie storage charges noon: evensong and sermon at St.
an' dey deducks the commission, an’ ] John Baptist Church, Thomaston, at
dey deducks the taxes—yes sah, de 7 p. m. Friday. Litany and devotions
ducks got 'bout all dat cotton an’ dais at 7.30 p. m. Saturday. St. Thomas
Day. Holy Communion at 7.30; even
why I'm here.”
song at 7.30.

The biggest variety of apronp im
years at Mfss Bicknell’s Gift Shop, 12
Knox street. Open evenings.

CAVEX At Clark Island. Dee. Id. to Mr. and
Mrs. William Cavcn, a daughter.
SIMT'SOX At Knox Hospital, Rockland. Dec.
8, to Mr. and iMrs. Charles Simpson, a son.<
McLACGHLIX—At Thomaston, Dec. 12, to
Mr. and Mrs. James McLaughlin, a son.
DOUGHERTY—At Camden Community Hos
pital, Dec. 12. to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Dougherty, a son.
MULLIN—At Camden Community hospital.
Dec. ,12, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mullin,
daughter.

Radio’s Biggest Money's Worth

149-150

Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F., will confer
the seconjl degree Monday night on a
class of candidates.

silfioo
JL J*- vJ L£SS TUBES

Hear the Majestic|
in Your Home
!on Free Trial

Tragedy at Newfoundland
The recent earthquake which
shook Maine was caused by a
fault under the sea, stretching
from the St. Lawrence river
across the gulf of Maine to Cape
Cod. At Newfoundland it was a
tragedy. Picture that beautiful
Burin peninsular, in the quiet and
darkness of a November night
suddenly swept by a tidal wave
over forty feet in height. Forty
people lost their lives as that
cruel sea swept up the narrow
fiord. In two minutes it had
swept them and their wharves, ves
sels, gear, salt, provisions and coal
into its depths. Newfoundland,
the oldest British colony is near
est Europe.
It is larger than
Maine. Five hundred years be
fore Columbus sailed, Leif Ericson
discovered it. The Cabots found
It, and it has ever grown in im
portance.
Its people are God
fearing. Together with Labrador
it is independent of Canada. The
Catholics number 82,000;
the
Episcopalians 79,000; Methodists
68,000; Salvation Army 10,500. Its
people are brave and will bear up
as they have done before, but it
is sad with winter coming on, to
be so stricken.
W. A. H.

Main Street (near Thorndike Hotel) Rockland, Me.

I

A very good display of hand paint
ed glass, suitable for gifts at very
reasonable prices) can be found at
the Gift Shop at 62 Camden street.
Mrs. B. Bisbee.
150-152

SERMONETTE

r

Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Powell,
proprietors of Community Sweet
Shop, arrived in Lake Worth, Fla.,
Dec. 5, and find the temperature of
SO in the shade considerably at vari
ance with the zero atmosphere in
which Bowley Hill, South Hope, was
being bothered this week. The Pow
ells are having a good rest, and
friends know of no Knox County [
couple which is more fully deserving >
of it. Their address is 113 Lake i
avenue.
St. Bernard's Church Players will
|present two Christmas plays on tlie
evening of Dec. 29 in the assembly
rooms of Ihe church on Park street.
Both will lie accompanied with spe
cial Christmas music and rendered
by a-group of little children from the
Sunday school. The scenery will be
Appropriate for Christmas and spe
cial lighting effects wil be used to
make the plays more effective. Ralph
Tardiff and Raymond Moulaison will
build the scenery and arrange the
settings and Edward Chisholm will
have charge of the electrical effects.
The children who will take the part
of angels In the two plays are being
, trained by Miss Celia Brault and
Aime Beaudoin.

IN THE

Beautiful China & Glassware

Blue Bonnet Troop meets Monday
afternoon in the Unlversalist vestry
at 4 o’clock, when Christmas boxes
will be packed.
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CAROLINE

SCOTT

HARRISON

Paper of Unusual Interest Read Before Lady Knox Chapter
By Its Secretary, Mrs. Moran

Make it a real
Merry
Christmas

A CHRISTMAS PRESENT

That yields much satisfaction
is a year's subscription to The
CourierrGazette. The visit of
this paper three times every
week is a steady reminder of the
giver—156 times a year. A hand
some Christmas card carrying
the donor's name goes forward
with the gift. Call at the office
or telephone 770. and the order
will be filled.

Every Other-Pay

Notices ot Appointment
I, Charles L. Veazie, Register of Probate
for the County of Knox,In the State of Maine,
hereby certify that in the following estates
the persons were appointed Administrators or
Executors and on the dates hereinafter in
dicated :
EDWIN JAMES TIPPETT late of Vinal
haven, deceased, November 12, 1929, The
resa Tippett "New bold of Vinalbaven was ap
pointed Admx. and qualified by filing bond
o’i the same date.
ISAAC E. PHILBROOK late of Matlnlcus,
deceased, November 12, 1929. Arthur A.
Philbrook of Matlnlcus was appointed Admr.
and qualified by filing bond on the same date.
ANDREW M. KILLKRAN late of Cushing
deceased .November
19, 1929, Blanche M.
KlUeran of <’ushing was appointed Admx.
and qualified by filing bonel on the same date.
MABEL V. THOMAS late of Isle au Haut.
deceased, November 19. 1929, Walter H. Butler
of Rockland was appointed Admr. d. b. n and
qualified by filing bond on the same date.
ZBLMA R. COLE late of Rockland, deceased,
November 19, 1929, Carroll L Cole of Rock
land, was appointed Exr. without bond.
CHARLES COLLAMORE late of Vinalhaven,
deceased. November 19, 1929, Frank H. In
graham of Rockland was appointed Jhibllc
Admr and qualified by filing bond ou the
same date.
CHARLES B. FRENCH late of Warren, de
ceased, November 19, 1929, Lester A. French
of Warren was appointed Exr. without bond.
WILBERT C. ULMER !a»e of Rockland,
deceased, November 19, 1929, Harold P.
Vinter of Rockland was appointed Exr. with
out bond.
JOHN SULLIVAN late of Rockport, deceased. November 19, 1929, James J. Sulli- j
van of Rockport was appointed Adntr. with
out bond.
SARAH L. FARRINGTON Lite of Warren,
deceased. November 19, 1929, Sidney A.
Farrington of Rockland and Leslie E. Farring
ton of Warren were appointed Exrs. without
bond.
ALICE M. PEABODY late of Warren, de
ceased. November 19, 1929, Flora <’. Peabody
of Warren was appointed Admx. without
bond.
JAMES M. OHAPLES late of Rockland, de
ceased. November 19, 1929, Minnie E. Hoffses
of Rockland was appointed Exx. without
bond.
(’LARA ftl. FARWELL late of Rockland, de
ceased. November 19, 1929, Marcia W. Farwell of Rockland was appointed Exx. without
bond.
ROSETTA A PRICE late of Rockport, de
ceased. November 19, 1929. William H. Price
of Rockport, was appointed Exr. without
bond.
HARRIET E. BOWEN, late of Rockland.
Maine, Will and Petition for Probate there
of. asking that the will may he proved and
allowed, and the letters testamentary be is
sued to Alnton P. Richardson of Rockland.
.Maine, he being the executor named in said
will without bond.
Attest :
144-S-110 CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE

Sore Throat?
Don’t Gargle

To all* persons interested in either of the
estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, in
and for the County of Knox, on the 19th day
of November In the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine and
by adjournment from day to day from the
nineteenth dav of said November the follow
ing matters having been presented for the
action thereupon hereinafter indicated It is
hereby Ordered :
Don’t suffer the pain and discom
That notice thereof be given to all persons
Interested, by causing a copy of this order fort of sore throat. Use a doctor’s
to be published three weeks successively In
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published prescription called Thoxine guaran
at Rockland in said County that they may teed to relieve with the very first
appear at a Probate Court to be held at said swallow. Gargles and salves are too
Rockland, on the 17th day of December. A. D. slow and if they do relieve, it is
1929. at nine o'clock In the forenoon, and be
usually only temporary.
heard thereon If they see cause.
Thoxine has a double action—it re
ERNEST L. MONTGOMERY late of Thom
aston, deceased, Will and Petition for Pro lieves the soreness and goes direct
bate thereof asking that said will may lie to the internal cause. It contains no
proved and allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary be issued to Abbie E. Montgomery harmful drugs and is safe and pleas
of Thomaston, she being the Executrix named ant for the whole family. There is
in said will without bond.
nothing better to stop coughing due
FRANKLIN E. WATTS late of Thomaston, to irritated throats.
Just ask for
deceased. Will* and Petition for Probate there
of asking that said will may be proved and Thoxine, put up ready for use in 35c,
allowed and that Letters Testamentary he 60c. and $1.00 bottles. Money back
issued to Emeline Watts Alden of Union, she if not relieved. Sold by The Corner
being the Executrix named in said will with
Drug Store and all other good drug
out bond.
MARY k DANFORTH late of Thomaston, stores.
deceased, Will and Petition for Probate
thereof asking that said will may be proved
an dallowed and that Letters Testament ary
Ge issued to Grace A. Flood of Burlingame,
_________ _she
__ ______
California,
being the Executrix named in
saf(j wjh without bond
HENRY B WEBBER late of Rockland, de
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate there
of asking that said will may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testamentary be
Issued to Annie L. Webber of Rockland, she
being the Executrix named in said will with- i
out bond.
ORRIN B. AMES late of Vinalhavep. de
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate there
of asking that said will mav be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testamentary be
issued to Charles M. F. Ames of Vinalhaven,
he being the Executor named In said will
without bond.
FRANKLIN TRUSSELL late of Port Clyde,
deceased, Will and Petition for Probate
thereof asking that said will may be proved
and allowed and that Letters Testamentary
be Issued to Alice T. Trussell of J’ort (Hyde,
If quiet home-like surroundings
she being the Executrix named in said will
without bond.
with good food at moderate
prices appeal to you,
FLORA E. WHITMORE late of North
Haven, deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
Stop at
bate thereof asking that sa'd will may be
proved and allowed and that Letters Testanentary be Issued to Ira C. Whitmore of
North Haven, he being the Executor named
in said will without bond.
EMILY C. H1T(’H<’(H K late of Rockland,
On the Fenway at Weetland Ave.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate there
Rates from:
of asking that said will may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testamentary be
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
issued to The Rockland National Bank of
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
Rockland. Maine, it being the Executor named
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Telephone KENMORE 4330
in said will all persons Interested having
Whereas, Annette S. Kelso of (Philadelphia, asked that said Executor serve without bond.
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager
Pa., by her mortgage deed dated the L2th day
ESTATE OF JOHN S. F. BOODY late of
of December, 1925, and recorded fci Knox
'ounty Registry of Deeds, Book 208, Page Rockland, deceased. Petition for Administra
124. conveyed to the undersigned a certain tion asking that Frank B. Ingraham of Rock
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
parcel of real estate situated in St. George land or some other suitable person be ap
STEAMBOAT CO.
in said County of Knox, described as fol pointed Admr. without bond.
lows :
ESTATE OF MILER SIDIJNGER late of
A certain lot or parcel of land together Union, deceased. Petition for Administration
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
with the buildings thereon located in St. asking that Alice A. Hilt of Union or some
Steamer leaves Swan’j Island at 5.30 A. M.,
George, Knox County, Maine: Beginning at other suitable person be appointed Admx. with Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25, Vinal
Georges River it northwesterly corner of bond.
haven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
land formerly of Carrie G. Davis, known as
ESTATE OF GEORGE W LUDWIG late 9.30.
the James Young Place: thence east south of Thomaston, Petition to Determine Inherit
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. M.,
east by said Davis land, 213 rods more or ance Tax filed by Minnie A. Ludwig Admx.
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
less to the town road leading from "Walls
ington
at 4.40 ; due to arrive at Swans Island
ESTATE OF OCTAVIA H. BARTLETT* late about 6.00
ton," so-called, to Glenmere; thence north
P. M.
erly as road runs to land formerly of John of Rockland, Petition to Determine Inherit
132-tf
S. Stackpole, known as the Adam Teel Place: ance Tax filed by Elbridge J. Parker Exr.
ESTATE OF DOROTHY .M FEENEY of
thence northwest by line of said Adam Teel
•lace, 156 rods, more or less, to said Georges Rockland, Petition for License to sell Real 1
River : thence southerly by said river to place Estate filed by Martha P. Feeney of Rockland, !
of beginning: 41 rods in width, being the Guardian, asking that she may be licensed
same premises conveyed by George IE. Allen to sell at private sale certain real estate
REPAIRED AND RELAID
to Annette Clay, February 15, L9Q8 ; contain belonging to said ward situated in Rockland i
and described in said petition.
Inc 47 acres, more or less.
Inside and out, digging included,
Also another certain lot or parcel of land
ESTATE OF JOHN AHO late of Warren. >
together with the buildings thereon situated Petition for License to sell Real Estate filed ; also pipes wired out.
in St. George. Knox County, Maine, and by Walter N. Aho of Warren, Admr. asking
Sewers dug on new and old build
bounded as follows: Beginning at stake that he may be licensed to -.ell at public or
and stones at Georges ‘River at land formerly private sale certain real estate belonging to
ings and cleared when plugged.
owned by George Brown: thence East South said estate, situated in Warren and de
Ceespoolt dug and rocked up
ast by said Brown's land three hundred (3001 scribed in said petition.
rods to land of Patrick Wall: thence North
ESTATE OF RICHARD L SHUMAN late
Prompt Service
Northeast by land of said Wall and land of of Cushing. Petition for Allowance filed by
Ripley forty-three (43) rods to stake and Myrna B. Shuman Admx. and widow.
stones at land of George Torrey: thence West
ESTATE OF LAWRBYINGTON MARSHALL
Northwest by land of said Torrey three hun
died and six (306) rods to said river: thence late of Rockland, Petition for Distribution
Tel. 534-J.
505 Old County Road
filed
by Percy L. Hupper Admr.
down said river as it runs to place of begin
ROCKLAND, ME.
60Stf
ning.
Containing eighty-two and one-half
ESTATE OF M%BEL V. THOMAS lme of
(8214) acres, more or less, and being the same Rockland, Petition for Distribution filed by
premises conveyed to Annette Clay by Wil Walter H. Butler Admr. d. b. n.
liam E. Schwartz by warranty deed dated
ESTATE OF ELMER E. THOMAS late of
January 17. 1908, and recorded Knox Regis Isle au iHaut, Petition for Distribution filed
try of Deeds Vol. 143, Page 243: said prem by Percy T. Clirke Admr.
BUXTON’S SPECIFIC
ises being known as the Adam Teel place.
ESTATE OF
Is proving Its worth. While eliminating
And Whereas the condition of said mort
M CORA « G. i CLARRY
. late , of
gage has been broken: now, therefore, by • Washington,.hrs. and hn<tl. account filed for
your
reason of the breach of the condition thereof, allowance by Fret’ L. Ludwig Admr.
ESTATE OF LEONARD A. HALL late of
the said mortgagee claims a foreclosure of
Rockland, first and final account filed for
said mortgage.
It purifies and enriches the blood and
allowance by Frances E. Hall Exx.
December 4, 1929.
puts the stomach and nerves In the best
NORTH NATIONAL BANK.
ESTATE OF WILLIAM A. BLAKE late of
of condition. Let us send you a booklet.
By E F. BERRY, Cashier
Rockport, first and final account filed for
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.,
STATE OF MAINE
allowance by Carrie BJake Admx. c. t. a.
Abbot Village, Maine. For sale at all
Knox SS.
December 4, 1929
ESTATE OF OCTAVIA H. BARTLETT late
leading
drug stores.
Seal)
Rockland, first and final account filed for
Signed and sworn to by the above named of
allowance
by
Elbridge
J.
Parker
Exr.
E. F. Berry, Cashier of the North National
ESTATE OF GEORGIA CONDON late of
Bank, before me,
Rockland, first and final account filed for
ENSIGN OTIS
allowance by Alan L Bird Admr
147-S-153
Notary Public.
ESTATE OF LENORA L. FISH late of
Appleton, first and final account filed for al
lowance by Arthur D. Fish Exr.
WARREN
ESTATE OF OTIS A. LIBBY late of War
Farms, City Homes,
Josef Vinal is recovering from a ren,
first and final account filed for allow
severe attack of influenza.
ance by Ada Spear Admx.
Cottages, House
Mrs. YV. R. Vinal has been ill for
ESTATE OF ORREN M. WOTTON late of
Rockland, first and final account filed for
a few days.
allowance by Sylvia L. Wotton Exx.
"Giving’’ Is the topic for the Wed
ESTATE OF LAWREYINViTON MARSHALL
nesday evening meeting at the Bap late of Rockland, first and final account filed
for allowance by Percy L Hupper Admr.
tist Church.
Warren schools closed Friday for
ESTATE OF ELMER E. THOMAS late of
Isle au Haut, first and final account filed for al
three weeks’ vacation.
38 CHESTNUT ST. ROCKLAND
lowance by Percy T. Clarke Admr.
Principal Clarence D. Madden Jr.,
ESTATE OF QCJMJX1CE C. KEATING late
Tal.phon. 723-M
and Mrs. (Madden go to Augusta Mon
Warren, first and final account filed for
day for the holidays.
allowance by N. B. Eastman Admr.
ESTATE OF MABEL V. THOMAS late of
iMrs. Sadie Cogan and her friend
Mrs. Etta Harris of Martinsville were Rockland, final account filed for allowance
by Walter H. Butler Admr. d. b. n.
dinner guests Tuesday of Mr. and
ESTATE OF >ILLIAM H. WLNKWORTH
Mrs. Harold Drewett.
late of Rockland, first and final account filed
for
allowance by’ Frank H. Ingraham Public
Ivy Chapter, O.E.S., entertained
Tuesday evening in honor of Worthy Admr.
Witness. MELZERT. CRAWFORD. Esquire.
Grand Matron Mrs. Anne S. Mills of Judge of Probate Court for Knox County,
Milo, who was here on a visit of offi Rockland, Maine.
Since 1840 this firm has
Attest:
cial inspection. Invitations
ex
faithfully served the families
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. plater.
tended to the iSouth Thomaston,

This Doctor’s Prescription

[The following article on '*Caroline [courage and confidence in his future
Gives Quicker, Better Relief
Pcott Harrison,” written by Mrs. E. »’*>«" *' >s remembered he was poor.
and just out of the junior class, and
C. Moran, Jr., for the 'Nov. 4, meeting but 18 years of age. >She married this
of* Lady Knox Chapter. D-A.R, and young lawyer and fellow-pupil in
re-read by request at the meeting of Oxford. Oct. 20. 1853.’’
In 1854 they moved to Indianapolis
Dec. 2. is here published because of
and began housekeeping in a very
its •unusual excellence and interest.
modest way. In fact, they had but
A copy of the address has been sent
one room. Aug. 12. 1854, Russell
to the Literary and Historical Re
was born in Oxford where she went
ciprocity Library in Washington,
A PLANNING MEETING
to visit her parents. When she reD.
- ’ C.]
\'J,,
i
turned in the fall, it was necessary to
,
reMtem°Tr‘,al
i give up .heir room and take a house,
hall in Washington. I learned that the ,
. Simonton Members of Farm
National Society of he Daughters resjdel,(.e „
„u,dest and
strict
Bureau Have a Happy
of the American RevoluUop was or- aeeol.da0(.e ,th the renlel,s income
ganized in aslnngton. D. (... Oct. Jh n had one s(ory wi(h (hree
of
Gathering
1890. with Mrs. Caroline Lavinia i
which the front was used as a bed
Scott Harrison, wife of President room. the next a living room; and the
The Simonton members of KnoxBenjamin Harrison, as President last a kitchen. There was also a
Lincoln
Farm Bureau held their an
General. It occurred to me then that shed attached. Sometimes they had
nual planning meeting at Community
it would be
interesting
trf
know
more
„
„
,,
. .. “help:" as a rule, however. Mrs. Harabout our flrst President General. w-,fe rison dld ,he cookinR and was her. hall Tuesday afternoon. The officers
of the 23d President of thS tnited I
the housekeeper. He assisted elected for 1930 were: Chairman.
States.
her all he could. Not infrequently he Mrs. Lottie Hamblen: secretary, Mrs.
T am loth to admit that my only sawed the wood she required. His
recollection of this illustrious lady— I-.st duty before going to office in the Estella Simonton: clothing projpet
and I trust this lapse of memory will morning and at noo nwas to fill the leader. .Mrs. J. Buzzell; Food proj
never come to the ears of my college woodbox and buckts.
ect. Mrs. Fred Priest: home manage
professors who strove so diligently
ment leader. Mrs. Blanche Steward:
to inculcate on me a sense of the his
annual meeting committee, Mrs.
Mrs.
Harrison
was
home
loving
and
toric—was that she was a model
Maud Carver and Mrs. J. Buzzell:
of
a
decidedly
domestic
turn,
noted
housekeeper and instituted reforms in
planning meeting entertainment, Mrs.
for
her
perfect
housekeeping.
But
the executive menage. But that could
Gertie Talenhloom and Miss Jessie
hardly have secured for her the elec well born and well educated, she kept Lawrence.
Home
demonstration
pace
with
her
husband
intellectually
tion of President General of the Na
agents explained projects for the
and
always
took
an
intelligent
inter

tional Society of the Daughters of
coming year.
the American Revolution.
And est in ail that pertained to his busi
Supper was served. The guests
WHEN IN
straightway my curiosity was piqued. ness or success in life. When the were members of the Camden and
I read volumes of the life of Ben- Civil War broke out and her husband Rockport Farm Bureau and the Com
BOSTON
Ijamin Harrison and found perhaps decided to enter the army, she dem munity.
An entertainment given
only a picture of his wife, or brief onstrated her patriotism when she under the direction of Mrs. Gertie
[sentences as to when they were mar said tohim. “Go and help to save our Talenhloom was enjoyed. It consist
ried. the birth of their two children, country and let us trust in the shield ed of lantern slides, “Come into the
find her death. My persistence finally ing care of a higher power for your kitchen." furnished by U. S. Depart
won. but not before I had read 20 protection and safe return.” She aft ment of Agriculture. Miss Lawrence
THE HOTEL
hooks, scanned seven encyclopedias, erwards read with pride the heroic demonstrated how steps could be
exhausted the material of several deeds of 'her husband at Resaca and saved in the klfchen.
HEMEMWAY
Peach Tree Creek.
| libraries.
A play "Farmer Brown’s Christ
• • • •
Her experience in Washington so mas.” was given by school children of
Benjamin Harrfeon was the son of ciety as the wife of a United States Simonton . The cast included: Don
a congressman, grandson of a presi senator and congressman gave her ald Simonton, Martha Butler. Wal
dent (William Henry Harrison) and an acquaintance and experience that ter Annis. Helen Cripps, Catherine
great-grandson of a signer of the peculiarly fitted her to 'be mistress of Annis, Alma Annis, Erma Annis,
J)ec!aration of Independence. Caro the White House when her husband Jeannette Buzzell. -Marguerite Buz
line Lavinia Scott could lay claim to was elected to the presidency. It was zell, Marilyn Cripps. Walter Bryant,
nal distinction among her forbears. characteristic of her thoroughgoing Levi Morton. Robert -Marcello and
Before I proceed with her lineage, if and expert housekeeping that while Catherine Simonton.
it will bring any comfort to those gen she occupied the executive mansion,
Also on the program were piano
ealogically-minded, there is a line in it went through a course of repairs solo. Mrs. Florence Knights; recita
the Bible from Job VII: 8 reading: such as it never experienced before, tion. Mrs. Letta Dean; song. Mrs.
“Enquire, I pray thee, of the former notable as were some of its former Herbert Simmons: song Mrs. Talen
age and prepare thyself to the search occupants for good., housekeepitwr. hloom: “The Minuet," danced in
of their fathers." Someone ought to The results were very gratifying and Colonial costume by Mr. and Mrs.
remind that clergyman who decries greatly enhanced the convenience and Will start. George Start, Will Young.
the D.A.R. of this Biblical injunction. comfort of the household.
Mrs. Knights, Helen Hunt. -Mr. and
• • * «
Caroline Scott was of Scotch an
I
Mrs. Elwell. Dancing followed this
cestry. Among the Covenantry who
Mrs. Harrison went on record as a program, music being furnished by
fought for Scotland's civil and religi warm advocate of the extension of the Mrs. Edith Buzzell and Mrs. Flor
ous freedom in the wars which fol family part of the executive buildings, ence Knights.
lowed the accession of the Stuarts to which at her time long since ceaseif
the English throne were the earliest to equal the residences of wealthy^
ROCKPORT
known progenitors of the family. representative citizens of Washing-.,
Mrs. Rena Carroll was the victim
Mrs. Harrison's paternal ancestor in ton and other places.
of a happy surprise Tuesday evening
America was John Scott, the laird
In “Masks in a Pageant" we find
of Arras, who after the battle of Bos an interesting side light on the politi- when 21 relatives and friends gath
worth Bridge in 1679 left Scotland for ‘cal aspect of the Harrisons. They ered at her home to help celebrate
the north of Ireland with the Earl of were of undoubted domesticity and her birthday. Though their appear
Bethanin on account of dissatisfac very devout. The President's grand ance was wholly unexpected Mrs.
Carroll proved herself equal to the
tion with the union of the crowns.
son.. Benjamin Harrison McKee, was
After the death of the earl. John forever crawling over the front page occasion and gave her guests a very
Scott came to America and settled in of the newspapers. Mrs. Harrison’s, delightful evening. She was pre
the valley of Nesbamny, Bucks Coun evident dislike for the wine which the sented with many nice gifts includ
S. E. EATON
ty. Pennsylvania, where the village Harrisons were compelled to serve ing a gaily decorated birthday cake
of Hartsville now stands, about 20 at state dinners, the fact that the with the required number of candles.
miles north of Philadelphia. He pur Wanamakeis (Postmaster General) Ice cream and cake were served.
chased a tract of land from the pro served water instead of wine, at their Those present were Stanley Gregory,
prietory government on part of which public dinners, and the further sad Mr. and Mrs. Bert Gregory and son
the first Presbyterian church of circumstance 'that the conspicuous Robert, Mrs. Mary Carroll and
America was soon after erected. On piety of Levi P. Morton, the Vice daughter Wilma. Tlora Gregory’ and
his land also the Rev. IWil.ltem Len- President, as straight-laced a Puritan Emma Gregory of Glencove; Fred
nent founded in 1726 his famous “Log as either Harrison or Wanamaker, Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory
College,’’ out of which primitive insti did not prevent him from owning the and daughter Ruth of Rockland; Mr.
tution Princeton College with all its Shoreham Hotel with its gorgeous and Mrs. Vernley Grey and daughter
grandeur and splendor of architec bar—these contributions to the “en Velma of Camden: Albert Rhodes,
ture was in time evolved.
circling gloom" soon gave rise to a Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll, son
• a • •
deep dislikV in the hearts of the high Howard and Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Mrs. Harrison's great-grandfather, priests of the Republican Temple to Richards.
John Scott, son of Lite founder of the the whole Harrison regime, to his
The Xltsumsosum Club met with
family in this country, moved to Cabinet, his household, and to the Mrs. Elsie Munsey at her home in
Northampton County, Penh., and pur President himself.
Their crosses Rockland Wednesday evening with the
chased land opposite Belvidere, N. J., were too much for the flabby flesh husband of the members as special
which is still known as the Scott and blood of the spoon-fed Pharisees guests.
farm. During the Revolution he was to bear and one stanza of the officeGeorge Huntley and Lou Morrill
a quartermaster in the Pennsylvania seeker's hymn of hate ran something are in Bath where they have employ
line. His brother Mathew after serv like this:
ment for the winter.
ing as captain in the army moved to
A very successful fair and supper
The baby runs the White House,
Kentucky. Among his descendants is
Levi runs the bar.
was held at the Baptist Church
numbered Lucy Webb, wife of exWanny runs the -Sunday School,
Wednesday by the ladies sewing
And —— here we are.
President Hayes.
Mrs. Harrison’s
circle and a goodly sum added to the
grandfather. George McElroy Scott,
But outside of politics Mrs. Harri treasury. The various tables were
and Cottage Lots
was a graduate of the University of son had no enemies, though she was well patronized and presided over as
Pennsylvania. 1793. studied theology a Woman of strong individuality and follows: Fancy work, Mrs. C. D. Jones
under the Rev. Stanhope Smith, kindliness of heart. She was a benev and Mr9. Josephine Wall; aprons.
EARLE LUDWICK
president of Princeton, and in 1799 olent and active worker in the Pres
Mrs. Augusta Shibles, Mrs. Nellie
was called to Mill Creek Church. byterian Church Sunday school, and
Wilkins; mystery tree, Mrs. Addie
Beaver County, being the first Pres ehbt'itable organizations. Her voice,
Knowlton; holder tree, Mrs. Lena
byterian minister to locate In that which was a pleasant one, bespoke
l«8tt
part of the state. It was here that a gentle nature. She had a special Tominsky; candy, Mrs. P. C. Hughey.
Mrs. Harrison’s father was born in gift for conversation characterized by At 5.30 a supper of baked beans,
brow
’
n
bread,
salads,
pies,
cakes
and
1^00. Rev. John Witherspoon Scott thoughtfulnes» and sweetness. She
served as professor and president of had many friends distinguished in doughnuts was served under the ef
ficient management of Mrs. B. H.
the Oxford Female Seminary, from literary and artistic lines. Her ad
which his daughter, Caroline, was ministration was noted for her pat Paul; Mrs. Maud Walker, Mrs. Ella
Overlook and Mrs. Leslie Dean, as
ronage of art.
graduated.
sisted by Mrs. Ada Clough and Mrs
Caroline enjoyed superior educa
Hazel Cain.
tional advantages for her day. And
While not highly gifted herself with
Mrs. Emma Tolman is confined to
here it should be noted that Mrs.
artistic
ability,
she
did
some
very
her home by illness.
Hayes and Mrs. Harrison, who were
of Knox County
clever and creditable work with wa
George Lewis has a position as cook Union and Washington Chapters. A
descended from the same line, were
LADY ATTENDANT
ter
colors
and
on
china.
Several
6
o'clock
banquet
was
served
in
Ma

at Knox Hospital.
the only ladies of the White House
Tel. Day 450;
781-1
SECOND HAND
Mrs. P. C. Hughey was the speaker sonic hall dining room following
up to that time to have received for struggling young artists owed much
AMBULANCE SERVICE
of
their
success
to
her
patronage
which
adjournment
was
made
to
Odd
at the W.C.T.U. meeting in Thom
mal education of the higher type.
FURNITURE
Fellows hall on account of the more
Harrison was graduated from Oxford She was not fond of public and offi aston Friday afternoon.
cial
life,
its
responsibility
being
some

BOUGHT AND SOLD
Schools in town closed Friday for adequate floor space. The degree
University. (Note: Not till the Cool
work was splendidly done, but the
Charge Account If Desired
idges entered the White House was it what onerous to her. In fact she | the Christmas vacation.
ROCKLAND, ME.
'
Zadoc Brown has moved his family climax of the evening was the gift
that both held Bachelor of Arts de felt the responsibility more than she
Each day tees New Merchandise
was
uplifted
by
its
honors
and
its
presentation
drill
entitled
‘
Wishes
to Bath where he is employed at the
grees).
displayed. We must make room
privileges.
Five.” by 20 of the ladies dressed in
present time.
for new goods coming in.
white
with
a
four-leaf
clover
pinned
Because
Mrs.
Harrison
came
of
The Trytohelp Club will be enter
Miss Caroline Scott taught music
Get your share of the ‘Pickings.”
at
the
loft.
Properties
which
added
such
good
Revolutionary
stock,
she
tained Monday evening at the home
In Carrollton. Ky.. one year before
Cold weather it arriving fast.
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
much
to
the
success
of
this
drill
were
was
made
the
first
President
General
she married Benjamin Harrison.
of Mrs. Lena Tominsky.
We have a great line of Heaters,
Mrs. Addie Russ is confined to her prepared with the expert assistance
Their rontartce began while he was of the National Society of the Daugh
Cook
Stoves
and
Circulators
at
of Frahk L. Montgomery. Regret was
In college, and she in the seminary. ters of the American Revolution, and home by illness.
very low prices; also a used Elec
felt that owing to icy traveling the
I quote from Lew Wallace’s "Life of she presided over the sessions with
At the Methodist Church the sub
tric Washing Machine.
Washington
Chapter
could
not
attend.
great
grace
and
dignity.
Her
health,
Will pay highest price
Benjamin Harrison:" “It so hap
ject for the Sunday morning service
• • • »
Here you can buy at Great Sav
however,
gradually
failed,
and
she
No lot too large; none toe email.
pened that in the town overlooked by
will be "A Christian's Causes for
ings—and pay while using on our
Bedell-Gaumont
Oxford (sometimes called Miami) sought relief in the pure air of the Gladness;’’ Sunday'School at 11.45
Convenient Terms.
A simple -but pretty wedding re
University there was an academy for Adirondack Mountains, where she re Epworth League at 6 o’clock, with
Call Warren, Me. 3-22
We Have Everything Needed To
young ladies of which Dr. John With sided a part of the last year of her Ruth Upham, leader; evening serv cently took place at the home of
Make a Home
Father
O
’
Brien
in
New
York
City,
life.
She
returned
to
die
in
the
White
or write, care of
erspoon Scott was manager and
ice at 7, subject, “Devotion tp Duty
when Fred Bedell of Cushing and Miss
president. The fair students were a House, October 25, 1892.
Special music. The Ladies Aid will Ida Gaumont of (Boston, were united
ROCKLAND
sparkling feature of the society of the
A1 Rines, Warren, Me.
discontinue their wedkly meetings in marriage Sept. 29 Mr. Bedell was
town and young Harrison was not
FURNITURE CO.
until after Christmas. The Johnson born in Thomaston where he attendReference:
Any Poultry Raieer
ascetically devoted to the Union Lit
17 TILLSON AVE, ROCKLAND
Society will have a Christmas treelC(j public schools, finishing his eduerary and making good the favoritism
TEL, 427-R
87TAStf
at the vestry Wednesday evening, cation in Quincy and Boston, receiv
112-tf
shown him as an orator on occasions
Dec. 18.
ing his diploma at Hawley School of
as to be blind to the fair sex. Far
Baptist Church: Worship service Electrical Engineering in 1927. Miss
from that, he was notoriously dili
EDWARD K. GOULD
at 10.45; selection by the choir; ser Gaumont was horn in Boston where
gent In seeking partners for concerts,
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
mon, “A Christmas Message;” Sun she attended Franklin High School.
Attorney at Law
lectures, picnics and parties.
Pictures taken up to
day School at noon; Young People’s
The bride was becomingly gowned
35 Limerock St.y
Rockland
(Formerly
Juage
of
Probate)
"It also happened that President
meeting at 6, leader, Dorothy Welt; in white silk and carried a bouquet of
Scott had a daughter, girlish, .intelli
December
21
at 4 o’clock there will he a rehearsal white lilies., The bridesmaid wore Special Attention to Probate Matters
Osteopathic Physician
gent, witty and attractive, in whom
and Real Estate Titles
of the Christmas cantata, “Around pink chiffon with hat to match and
this young man quickly discovered
By Appointment—Tel. 136
can be delivered Christmas the Manger;” at 7 a praise service carried white carnations. A wedding Corner Main St. and Tillson Ave.
all the qualities that ehtered into the
Graduate of American School of
S8tf
they all like; instrumental music by breakfast was enjoyed in a hotel on
composition of his ideal of the per
Osteopathy
violins and cornets, two selections Broadway, and later friends assem
fect woman. Suddenly he gave up
by the male chorus, song by the bled at the home In Brooklyn. Mr.
attention to the gentle patrons of the
ROCKLAND
320 MAIN ST.
young people; sermon, “The Gift and Mrs. Bedell are engaged in busi
DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
_ THE
.
T1IE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
academy In general, and became a
Bearer.” The ordinance of baptism ness in New York, but plan to spend
slave to his books more than ever. For
Daily 8.30 to 6
their
honeymoon
in
Cushing
next
will
he
observed
at
the
close
of
the
a season there was much wonderment
Osteopathic Physician
boxes, sealed with
EVENINGS
spring.
service.
over the change: at length it was
BY APPOINTMENT
Mrs.
Philip
C.
Hughey
will
preach
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
explained—he was engaged to Miss
Call Mrs. Pillsbury 593-W
See the beautiful neckwear at
Sunday evening at 7 o’clock at the
run k.own u Bel, Sitet. Aluy, RelUbla
Caroline
Scott.
the
President’s
147-153
Burpee
&
Lamb
’
s.
Rockland.
148-153
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE Telephonee 1295; Residence 253-M
West .Rockport Church.
daughter. The contract argued great

WATER PIPES

by doing your
holiday shopping here
Through the length and breadth of this great
gift store, the Christmas Festival is on. Our
stocks insure a wonderful Christmas for all
who shop here. You find so many, marvelous
ways in which to express the Christmas Spirit
—so many, delightful, useful, lasting gifts—
so many unusual gifts suitable to every person,
and to every purse. There isn’t a gift emer
gency for which we are not splendidly pre
pared. There’s not a single name on vour
Christmas lists for which we cannot propose
the perfect offering.

RHEUMATISM

Do your Christmas
shopping easily

REAL ESTATE

Many salespeople have been added to our
staff so that even the Holiday rush will not
affect our service. Gift selection here is sim
plified. Because we have sought diligently, you
can select speedily. Because we have been to
many places in search of gifts, you need only
come to one—to this wonderful Holiday store.
While we specialize in gifts that are distinctive
and unusual, gifts of good quality, gifts that
are worthy of representing you on Christmas
Day—gifts that will give the recipient a thrill
—you e«n shop here for at least the same and
often for less than inferior gifts are sold for
elsewhere. We are never knowingly under
sold.

BURPEE
' UNDERTAKERS

Many gifts are exclusive
with us
Doing the largest volume of business in our
line in Northern New England, manufacturers
are always anxious to have their merchandise
represented in our stocks. This enables us to
have the pick and choice of the best lines first
—and often the merchandise we select is con
fined to us exclusively. By shopping here you
can choose from many gifts not found else
where. But the largest gift stocks in Maine
cannot alone express our Christmas prepara
tion. The whole store is animated with the
Spirit of Christmas. Hospitality and Cordiality
—Helpfulness and Good Cheer are in evidence
the moment you step inside the store.

ownynwgi

Portland, Maine

LIVE POULTRY

For Your
Personal Gifts

1

Bring the children to our wonderful Toyland.
Santa Claus himself broadcasts for the

*

BURPEE’S ,

children every evening at 6 from WCSH.

Pillsbury Studio

A

CHICHESTER S PILLS

vcl.’r

Eve -y-Cthe
THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Miss Snow’s Annual Report
of This Prosperous and
Popular Institution
The report of Miss Margaret Snow
a’, the close of her first year in charge
of Rockland’s Public Library gives a
fell and interesting account of what
that busy institution Is doing.
Omitting the tables, portions of
which have already been published.
Miss Snow’s report to the board of
trustees is as follows:
• * * •
1 have the honor to submit the 38th
annual report of the Rockland Public
Library for the year ending Nov. 1,
1929.
The following brief summary of the
major activities during 1929, when
taken with the fuller tables at the
end of tills repprt, shows In compact
form what has been accomplished by
the library during the past year:
The library was open 69 hours a
week for 10 months, and 60(4 hours
for two months.
The library issued 53674 books fof
home use in 1929 as compared with
54180 in 1928, a loss of 1479 books.
It circulated 506 books to 16 school
rooms.
It circulated 176 pictures.
It loaned, through inter-library loan
service, 11 books ttkojher libraries.
It borrowed 25 books from the State
Library.
It circulated 6.68 books per capitn
of population.
It issued 860 new cards making n
total of 3873 registered borrowers.
It issued cards to 138 non-resident
borrowers.
It added 813 books to its collection
including replacements and
new
editions, making a total book stock
ol 14901 in the Library.
It answered hundreds of reference
questions.
Each succeeding year shows varia
tions in the circulation. The loss re
corded in this present report cuts
nearly in one-half the loss of the pre
ceding year from the" high peak
gained in 1926-7. It is the hope of
the library staff to induce more use
of the nresent book stock, and wit It
the aid of increased publicity, and
possible enlarged book funds, to ti egain and exceed the high peak of
1926-7. Reduced book funds already
promise an interesting year, as new
books in quantity in the library al
most automatically result in gain in
circulation
In April the library began the task
of re-registering its borrowers. In
accordance with the general practice
followed in modern libraries, a regis
tration period of three years was
adopted. Upon the expiration of a
card, three years from date of regis
tration. a borrower may renew bis
card by applying for and receiving a
new card and number. With this
method of registration the files re
main active and the ordeal of re-reg
istering the whole library at once be
comes minimized when spread ’over
the three year period. The library
has been re-registered only once
since its founding in 1892, because
of the difficulties connected with the
old method.

and new adult books -of special in
terest to High School boys and girls:
all of which are now housed on the
front side of the first non-fiction
stack.
• • • •
The mayor loaned indefinitely, the
small desk in ihe reading room. The
large desk formerly used here was
placed in the cataloguing room.
The library has purchased a. book
truck which greatly facilitates the
work at the rharging desk, and a re
volving dictionary stand.
Most of the magazines have bees
taken from the table In the reading

Miss Margaret Snow

room and placed alphabetically on
the shelves vacated by the science
and useful art books.
Over 1909 books have been mended
by the members of the staff.
During the summer. Miss Rogprs
compiled a book report list, to be
used by the High School. It is to lie
mimeographed ly the High School,
and will be of great aid to the staff.
English teachers and pupils alike.
Meetings of the Maine State Li
brary Association at Bangor, in the
spring and of the Library Round
Table at Gardiner, In the fall, were
attended 100 per cent. At the former
meeting, the Rockland Public Library
received many compliments on its
three display projects exhibited
there.
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Timely News Notes Concern
ing the Three Knox County
Batteries

Practical Gifts
at Practical Prices

Joseph
and
Charlie
McIntire,
brothers, have enlisted in Battery E
(Camden). Joseph has had prior
service In the Belfast Company and
re-enlisted for one year while his
brother without prior service enlistei^
for three years.
• * * •

The Battery F (Thomaston) Service
Club will meet at tire Thorndike Ho
tel next Monday night for dinner and
will then attend the picture show at
the Strand. Major Brown Is expect
ed to he present for the dinner.
• • • •
Private Harold Emery has re-en
listed in Battery G for a term of one
year:
h, * * * ♦
Major Brown will make the profi
ciency tests of tile Batteries of the
2d Battalion next week on this sched
ule: "Battery E, Camden, Monday;
Battery G at Rockland, Tuesday;
Battery F. at Thomaston. Wednesday
and Battery H, at Bath, Thursday.
The local batteries held rehearsals ot
their last drills and are all set to give
excellent showings.
"Major Brown
will publish their ratings upon the
completion of the tests.
• . . .
At the officers' school in Portland
the past weekend. Col. Fogg gave an
advance showing of the moving pic
tures taken of the Regiment at the
annual encampment at Fort Williams
last July. The local officers were giv
en the treat of seeing their organiza
tions as others see them, at infantry
drill and at the guns during the rec
ord service practice. When the make
up of the reels is complete they will
be shown at the local armories so that
all men of the regiment may see them.

I

Choose an ELECTRICAL Gift that will be
Used Every Day
Lamps That “Make” the Home
5

PADS—Soft,
woolly eiderdown heat
ing pads prove a gen
uine source of relief
with toothache, neural
gia, lumbago and rheu
matism. Three heats,
high, medium and low’.
Trice of this one, $7.50,
others as low as $6.50.

HEATING

* * • ♦

Battery F is the first of the local
units lo get its drill squad underway.
This squad recommended by Col.
Dusenbury. senior instructor, at his
recent inspection, lias been selected
by the C. O. of Battery F and its spe
cial instruction was begun at the last
drill. This squad will <be equipped
with the new "blue uniforms, and is
expected to make a great showing.
. . • •
Officers «of the 240th C. A. are hard
at work making up the efficiency re
• • . «
ports covering the last year, and
which are due in the Adjutant Gen
Children's Department
eral's office by Jan. 1, I9S0. The an
The success and progress of the nual physical examination must also
juvenile department in a library is be made and turned in prior to the
due very largely to the cooperation end of the year, for all officers.
that is shown between the library and
_____________
the schools. For the past year most
of our efforts1 have been in this direc on the bulletin hoard. At each im
tion. At the beginning of the fall term portant country it was necessary to
of school, letters were sent to all of stop for gas enough to fly to the next
the teachers urging them to use the country. The gas used was a book
library, explaining our projects such about that country. Twenty stops
as school deposit libraries, story were made on the trip. Of the 54
hours, and the picture collection. children who started the trip, twelve
The response to these letters was read all twenty hooks and received an
very gratifying
A visit to each aeroplane pin. In connection with
school room was made by the chil the reading club, an aeroplane model
dren’s librarian, and jn talk given contest was held. Several very fine
about the library.
These visits planes of different types were en
jgqined new borrowers and renewed tered.. This stimulated interest in
• e • *
the interest of the old borrowers in model aeroplane books and aviation
stories.
Changes are being worked out in reading.
• • • •
Through the medium of the story
the following systems.
Beginning
Library Instruction was given to
July 1st. due to reduced book funds, hour, many children became ac
the rental collection which formerly quainted with the library. Two a the sixth grade pupils. They were
contained Only duplicate copies of week were held through the winter taught the use of the catalogue and
books already on the regular shelves, months. The Friday evening story reference bdfiks.
became a collection of first copies. hour for children between the ages of
A very large amount of reference
To off-set this condition, particular' nine and thirteen had an1 average work has been done by the children
cere Is taken that each book remains' attendance of 50, and the Saturday this year, of which there is no record
in the rental collection only long morning for younger children an (except tlie wear and tear on the
enough to pay for itself, inmost cases average of 30. A large percentage of books).
a matter of six weeks. Since October the children who come to hear the
Book Week was observed by a dis1, due again to reduced book funds. Stories become active .borrowers. p’ay of new books, special story
7-day books are limited, one book to; The aggregate attendance of these hours and extra library publicity.
a number. This allows more general story hours was 2616.
Our aim has" been to interest all of
. » . •
distribution of Ihe newer and most
the children in the library and xve
popular books, and is the usual prac
More slchorfl deposit libraries have feel that each school child in the city,
tice of Public Libraries regarding, been lent this year than ever before. even if he is not a borrower comes in
7-day collections. Due once more tod The deposits contain books of both contact with the library and receives
reduced book funds, which at present fiction and non-fiction. They arc some benefit from it either through
do not justify the buying of second chosen as far as possible to supple school libraries, story hours or the
cepies of even the most popular ment the school work. The school actual use of books.
books, on whi -n duplication the re libraries reach many boys and girls
serve system is based, there has been that the public library cannot.
The wise modern housewife shares
a slight change here. Whereas for x The Summer Reading Club this her burdens and lets The People’s
merly copy 1 was placed on the book year was very successful. A^-ound- Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
shelf for new hooks, and copy 2 was the-World Tour by aeroplane was rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
used for reserves, now the first copy featured. A large map on which the service prompt, the work excellent.
rotates between the new-book shelf l-cute was well marked, was displayed
x
124-tf
and reserves. This enables new books
to be seen now and then on the
shelves before they are completely
worn out, as was sometimes the case
with single copies of books circulat
ing entirely from reserves.
The physical changes have centered
nround the moving of the first fiction
stack over to the non-fiction jside. a
project recommended by Miss Kath
leen* Snow. To accomplish this, .the
table and file containing the shelf list
was moved into the small room used
for cataloguing. The work table was
moved behind" the charging desk. All
of the fiction books were moved back
Fascinating . . . brilliant
one stack, first being re-marked so
varied-colored lights . .
that both author and title could he
tastefully decorate mer
ascertained without looking at the
chants' stores. 'Twouldtitle page of the book.
n't be Christmas with
Seven years of bound volumes of
^magazines were moved down into the
out LIGHTS.
basement. Four years were ltoused
on the temporary wooden stacks huilt
Make your home as at
for the purpose in 1924. The other
tractive . . . decorating :
three years, involving some two hun
porch . . . windows . . .
dred volumes are housed temporarily
on the curved lahlcs, formerly on the
outdoors. Complete
round room, which were placed in
Christmas Tree Light ng
the basement 'or this purpose. These
Sets $1.
magazines of almost daily use in the
reference department are now ren
Decorations like ould ox Christmas trees, floodlighting
dered nearly inaccessible, piled "as
shrubs . . . p.nd living trees on ycur grounds make hand
they are on the two tables.
some spectacles . . . can be done very inexpensively, ask
....
about it.
Together with the fact that bound
volumes of magazines are now looked
upon as the most valuable part of a
Tho Tree—
thrubbey and Hedges—
public library's general hook stock,
The Outdoor Christ mas tree
Can be tastefully decorated
your librarian wishes to recommend
is a stately thing of beauty
by using Christmas tree
that estimates he obtained covering
when
deel
el
with
living
Ights
on
weather-proof
the cost of election of permanent
light.
It
gives
an
ohlward
string*
steel stacks In the basement of the
expression
of Christmas
northern wing of the Public Library,
cheer and goodwill to all.
Floodlight’ng—
and that if the cost of such out-lay
A window
floodlight or
Tlie Door—
be prohibitive at this time, one or
The entrance to the home
small spotlight concealed
two sections of the project be erect
should be brightly illumin
behind trees or shrubbery
ed as soon as i ossible to clear up ex
ated. A wreath of hol'y or
and focused on the door
laurel entwined with color
isting congestion in the basement.
ed lamps, a colored bulb in
way, Christmas tree or
One of the temporary wooden stacks
the porch fixture, or an il
other beauty stfot is anoth
put up in 1924 collapsed recently
luminated star are very
er way of making your
practical ways of decorat
bringing some four hundred volumes
ing with light.
home beautiful with light.
of magazines to the floor. These
changes have resulted in the follow
Let us show you how easy and inexpensively it will cost.
ing advantages. Better light for both
\vork table and charging desk; more
room for expansion in the over
Central Maine Power Company
crowded non-fiction shelves"; removal
t,f the science and useful arts books
back with the non-fiction; available
space for adequate display of read
at any of J
oar stores
ing with a purpose material, travel
ing libraries from the State Library,

A fin. assortment of
th.

v.ry

floor

In

latest

brIdg•

111

UAW SWTS—This graceful coffee urn

set will never tarnish, or los. it.
brilliant finish because of its chrom
ium plate. Consists of urn, sugar,
creamer and tray. PBICB *54.25, oth

lamp, la uni of the
moot attractive

pat

terns.

will

A

pair

er. a. low a. (18.75.

xaak. a moet aco.pt-

abl. gift. Floor lamp

shown h.r.

1.

brldg. lamp,

*30,

*10.50.

Oth.r. aa low a. *10

I

la floor lamp.; hrtdg.
lamp, as low a. *3.

TOASTERS - Simply

Brie. *30

drop the door and the
bread reverses itself.
Attractive assortment of
many models. THIS ONE
$5.50.

Trie. 910.50
FX.ATXBOW8 — Universal,

Aa

attraetlv.

Hotpoint
and Westlnghouse electric Irons that
hold the heat at Just the right tem-.
perature. Model shown 88.75 other.

tabl.

•».

or boudoir lamp will
cr.st. aa atmo.ph.re
of ch..rfulne.i . and

warmth

la

pour

horn., W. hav. aaai-

■ortm.nt that la mr.
to pl.aa.' yon. Tabl.
lamp, from *8.50 up;

flt
physically with one of
these vibrators. Great
assistance in cases of
lumbago
rheumatism.
and extreme lameness
of muscles. THIS
$16.50.
, ■ *

Bondolr lamp. a. low

VIBRATORS—Keep

the wo
man who sews, one of these portable
motors will qulekly make her sew
ing machine an electrically driven
one PRICE 618.5a

MACHINE MOTORS— For

aa *1.36.

Trie. *8.50

»rtc« *3.50

They Are Going Fast at This Price!
An earthenware vinegar
jug lamp, with a parch
ment paper shade, and a
hunting scene print on
both.. The background of
the lamp and shade is
gray, motted with black.
The red binding on the
shade with the colorful
print makes a striking
contrast. While they last
at $1 each without bulb.

Make It a Safe Christmas!
What kiddie’s eyes will
not sparkle with delight
when he finds his tree
decorated so gaily with
one of these Christmas
Tree Lighting Sets.

Make it a safe Christmas
with these brilliant little
electric lights. This set
consisting of eight lamps,
cord, and plug for $1.

'Muer.u*-'

More and More People, Everywhere,
are Getting this Extra Fun out of
Christmas........ Decorating with
Colored Lights

OUBBIBO IBONfl — Keep

WAPPLE

IRONS —

No smoke, no grease,
no odor because of
the aluminum grids.
Nickel plated in very
attractive
patterns.
Model shown 98.25. A
fine assortment at
varied prices.

your hair looking its beat
at a minimum cost. Uni
versal Jr., 11.95; Hotpoint
92.50. Xod.l shown *4.

FEBC0X.AT0B8—The wat
er drips uniformly over the
coffee,
extracting
the
strength of each grain.
Coffee tastes better when
percolated electrically.
Graceful and
attractive
patterns in nickel plated
finish. This one 98.50, oth
ers as low- as 97-50.

BZATBBS — Great
for cold mornings
and nights. ... when
heat ts needed in a
hurry....for the ba
by's bath. FBXCB
17,50.

C.

We will gladly pack and wrap securely any merchandise

you may want .to send to some distant point-We deliver

Outd or Li hiing Su g.sti ns

merchandise to your home previous to, or on Christmas
Eve, as part of our regular service.

A

\

1

Central Maine Power Co.
$

< ,

at any of

our stores

|
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Hamilton, Bermuda, where he will
THOMASTON
round out the winter as clerk in
The Christian Endeavorers topic
Hotel Bermudiana.
for Monday evening is “The Spirit
Mrs. Charles Cogan, who went to
of Giving.” Leader. Richard Wiley.
Newton Centre, Mass., to attend the
Philip Newbert has added to his funeral of her sister ,the late Mrs.
pen of rabbits six New Zealand Reds. Julia Marshall, has returned home.
( He now has 36 in stock.
Mrs. Marshall formerly Jived in
The ladies circle of the Baptist ^Thomaston and her maiden name was
£53 Church will Lave a meeting in the Julia Young.
vestry Wednesday afternoon. Sup
Arcana Lodge, K. of P.. will elect
per at 6 o’clock followed by a pro officers at their meeting next Wed
gram.
Housekeepers, Mrs. Leona nesday evening. The collation com
Starrett, Mrs. Edith Kilborn. Mrs. mittee have been instructed to serve
Nida Copeland, Miss Harriet Bur a clam stew at that time.
The waster is the man who has seen better
gess.
The Beta Alpha Club v”.l meet
Schools will close next Friday for next Moqday evening in the junior
days. The SAVER is the man who is
I the Christmas holidays.
| room at the Baptist vestry. Miss
Mr and Mrs. James McLaughlin Edna M. Hilt will be the hostess?
going to see better days.
are receiving congratulations upon
John Creighton of Powdoin College
the birth of a son, Dec. 12.
is spending the weekend with his par
Capt. Enos Verge is in New Bed ents. Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton.
In which class are you?
ford. Mass., on business.
Before
the
Men’s Community
Miss Elizabeth Washburn enter Brotherhood last Tuesday evening
Have a Savings Account
tained the sewing club Tuesday Arthur W. Hatch of Thomaston gave
afternoon.
an interesting talk on “Shin Models.”
The George Robinson house, corner Mr. Hatch is \ye!l qualified by expe
Keep it Growing
of Knox and Elliot streets, lias been rience and natural gifts to build a
sold to Frank D. Elliot.
model that is a very close reproduc
If you have not already received tion of the original. He spent seven
health seals by mail, and care to years in seataring life, arriving to
purchase, Mrs. Charles Singer will the position of second mate. He
be glad to sell you any amount, and started at 17 years of age and had
will deliver them, if you will call what today is known as a thriller.
her. Tel. 70.
Remember that the being caught by a sea which flooded
Thomaston, Maine
State of Maine retains 90 per cent the deck of the .ship and catching
of the proceeds for the public health him was carrying him over the ship’s
work.
, sail where the captain caught him by
At a recent meeting ot the Half I both hands and drew him out of the
104 years without a loss to a depositor
Hour Reading Club Mrs. Frank grasp of the wave to safety. Leaving
Elliot, Miss Helen Carr and Mrs. the sea at 24 years of age he became
larles
inger were appointed a tusreiated with his father in doing
committee to buy a few new ^ook* the iron work on ships, working in
1 for the Public Library. If any mem- Waldoboro. Thomaston and Rockport.
mer has suggestions to make the A few years ago he decided to put
about the traveling this winter. Our committee will be glad to receive the knowledge thus acquired to the
OWL’S HEAD
improved roads re smooth, rather lhem- Or submitted titles may be left making of models of ships.
Capt. Faulkingham of the Light slippery, but with chains on cars are with Miss Gilchrest ..t the library.
Mr. Hatch has made 16 models,
Station is in Jonesboro for a few days. sliding along almost like in the
Capt. J. C. Morse and family and five of them of the ill fated ship AlOn his return he will be accompanied good old summer time.
Mr. and Mrs. William Morse who fred I). Snow, built by Samuel Watts
by Mrs. Faulkingham who has been
Frank Emery left Tuesday by have spent the season in New York. & Co. of Thomaston in 1877. and
visiting there. Eugene Emery has motor for Portland where he joins ha\5e arrived home for the winter. commanded for one year by* Capt.
been substituting at the Light during Mrs. Emery and where they have Captain Morse and William have po Edwin A. Robinson, and then by
the keeper’s absence.
sitions on yachts.
Capt. Willi im J. Wyllie of Thomastaken an apartment for the winter.
MlS8 Harriet Burgess and Miss lon< who with the entire crew was
Miss Dorothy Bryant, director of
Tax Collector J. R. Philbrook will Eleanor Butler are attending Com- lost on the Irish coast Jan. 8. 18G8.
Dental Hygiene, visited our school gladly call on anyone who wishes to
last month. Of the 26 pupils whose pay their tax but nnd it inconvenient mercial Business College in Rock- a model of the ship was on exhibition and was much admired by the
teeth were examined six were found to go to his office. Just phone 1095-M land.
William Hall ha joined the Van- several sea captains present. It was
to be in perfect condition. Peter or address J. R. Philbrook. Rockland,
derbilt yacht Ara which will pend made to a scale which was worked
Reed,' George Dyer. Mary Dyer. Me., box 330.
the winter cruising in southern and oul by Mr. Hatch from a fine maJames Farrell and Beryl Borgerson.
West India waters.
r|ne painting owned by Capt. Walter
If all the snowstorms would
♦red Hinckley left Thursday for p Willey, son of Capt. William J.
See the neautiful neckwear at
cover the ground as e venly as the last
one there would be no need to worry Burpee & Lamb's. Rockland. 148-153 New York to take the steamer for Willey. The model showed a full

Are You Going To

See Better Days?

THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK

Your Choice/

onFREE
Home Demonstration
the NEW
Balanced-Unit

RADIO

tubes
Highboy DeLuxe

Yes, take your choice on Free Home Demon
stration ! Three superbly beautiful Philco furniture models
-the Highboy, the Highboy DeLuxe or the popular PhUco
Lowboy. The Lowboy sells for only $119.50, less tubes.

This is the famous balanced-unit Philco—
equipped with genuine Electro-Dynamic Speaker and
Acoustic Equalizers—the radio that you have heard so
much about and have seen so widely exhibited and
advertised. The Philco dealer in your neighborhood will
gladly give you this Free Home Demonstration.

Easy Payments

And Here Is
What You Get—
The supreme advantages of balancedunit radio in a rich, handsome Lowboy
furniture model equipped with genuine, newtype Electro-Dynamic Speaker, and Acoustic
Equalizers — an exclusive Philco feature. The
Philco is balanced to take two of the new 245Power Tubes with push-pull amplification.

Matchless Tone
Vast Distance
Sharp Selectivity
Full, rich, flawless tone.

You can buy the Philco on very easy payment terms
from any one of the many Philco dealers. You merely make a
small payment to begin with, and then you can pay the balance
each month out of income.

High notes, pure

and clear; low notes in their true proportions. Splithair selectivity—no groping about for stations. Dis
tance at a volume you can enjoy. An exact and precise
electrical balance of all units is the secret of this
marvelous Philco radio performance.

On Display At All Philco Dealers
F. W. FARREL COMPANY
PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR

643 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 661

BE SURE TO SEE AND HEAR THE NEW PHILCO BEFORE YOU BUY ANY RADIO
PHILCO DEALERS
WALDOBORO—Arthur H. Brown
NEW HARBOR—C. J. Hanna
SOUTH BRISTOL—E. T. Thompson
WARREN—Bryan S. Robinson
PORT CLYDE—L. B. Anthony Co.
LINCOLNVILLE—Nichols Garage
COOPER S MILLS—F. F. Coombs
STONINGTON—T. E. Boyce
DAMARISCOTTA—Sands S. Woodbury
NORTH HAVEN —Emery Wooster
TENANT'S HARBOR—Ernest Rawley

DARK HARBOR—Chester A. Decker
VINALHAVEN—Peaslee & Ross
CAMDEN—C. E. Marriner
FRIENDSHIP—F. D. Winchenbach
UNION—Gorden-Lovejoy Co.
THOM ASTON—Cozy Corner Cupboard
WISCASSET—Haggett's Garage
EAST BOOTHBAY—E F. Gamage
BOOTHBAY HARBOR—Lewis Electric Co.
THOMASTON—Maynard Wentworth
ST. GEORGE RD., THOM ASTON—Wayside Garage

5Ar$^5^|Rr>Ar-$Rr>k4^Rr^r5«*^5Rr?^^5 Every-Ctl.er-Day
CAMDEN

In Everybody’s Column

For Sale

Mrs. Harry Hooper entertained the
DIB SALE- Christinas trees, eery lust, 33c
Advertisements In this column not to exceed and
Friday Club yesterday at her home three
50c.
lEltOMH J-ltVh, a hweyiiin.i
lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
on Trim street. .Mrs. Z. M. Dtvinal for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each Tel. 495.___________________________13(1-1 .,<
toll SALE Ivory finished % size bed with
for one time, 10 cents for tnree times. Six
whs tlie reader.
bureau to match, hair inaltress and spring,
Miss Elizabeth Conant will enter words make a linet
red plush set, piazza el,airs and other pieces
tain the Woman's Baptist Mission
of furniture.
MKS.
KNICKERBOCKER.
Lost and Found
ary society Tuesday afternoon.
Tel. 11.38-K.
150*151
A
son
arrived
at
the
Camden
Com

LOST
—
Bunch
of
keys
on
ring,
one
Yale
1VH SALE—One horse sled, one sleigh. W.
OCTORS recommend
key
numbered
5280.
Leave
at
THE
■COURIERA.
PAUL,
Rockport.
Tel.
204-6.
1*0*136
munity
Hospitol
Thursday
to
Mr.
women to take cod-liver
and Mrs. Arthur Dougherty and a GAZETTE Offlee----------------------------------- HL1.’.' I poll SALE Two 33x600 heavy Duty Tires :
oil daily at this time. Coun
LOST—On Friendship road, black and ] |WO 32x900 heavy Duly Tires; second hand
daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
teracts the drain on your
white male hound, tan on tlie head, Satur- I ,„rd tires, all sizes ; second hand furniture :
Mullin.
strength. Reduces risk of
day. Reward. M. .M. DAlitiETT. Tel. 1IX.1-W one picture of John Quincy Adams HARRY
Mrs. Ora R. Brown will entertain
148*130 IJENOVITUH. 12 Rankin St.
trouble with your teeth. Helps
150*15
the growing baby too. The
the .Monday Club next week at het
LOST--Heavy blanket, Friday niglii. on
FOR SALE- Two beagle rabbit bounds.
South Union road, between Ryan’s and Wal LELAND HAWKINS, Ingraham Hill. Rock
pleasant way to take if is
home.
149*151
Scott’s Emulsion. Easy to
Mrs. Alice Burkett entertained the lace’s. I’lease notify ItALjPH YOUNG, Union. land. Tel. 1184-M.
150*It
swallow and retain. A dainty
FOR SALE—A mahogany 88 note Match
Philathea Class last evening.
LOST—Bunch of keys In container Thanks less Milton player plain* with bench to match
food-tonic, easily digested.
There will be a meeting of the giving
Day. JOHN J. FULLER, Rockland. and 20 rolls, $289, was $550, just used for
Farm Bureau at Grange hall Dec. IS Tel. 767.
148*150 cottage renting tills summer. Easy terms.
The subject is basketry and stencil
LOST—Small black, white and tan female Phone THOMAS, piano man, Camden.
147-8-tf
ling.
Mrs. Joseph Bagley, home Beadle hound. Lasf seen near Washington _____________________________
EMULSION
FOR SALE— $500 secures :#4 acres'*good
management leader, will be in charge. Milks. Please notify W. E. CARROLL. Rock
port.
147-tf 6-room house, warm and cheery, dandy barn,
For Mother and Child
Meeting begins at 10.30.
LOST—Automatic shot gun between Sandy her* houses; near lake, ,1% miles depot town,
Scott 4 Rowna. RIoomAeld. N. J.
29-85
There will be a public supper to
Point and Belfast. Tel. Camden 77-11. KK. F. about 70 miles Boston; brook and spriug
night at K. of P. hall from 5 to 7 KNIGHTS.
146-150 water, wood lot, wire fences, fruit and berries;
$2200 includes furnishings, implements, po
1 o’clock. Tickets 35 centjj.
NOTICE—ts hereby given of the loss of tatoes, cabbage, vegetables for quick sale;
Tlie World Wide Guild w Ul present deposit book numbered 2902 and the owner of $504) down. l’g. 25 free catalog 1000 bargains.
rigged ship und'er full sail with every the play. "Rocks, Reefs and Mud said book asks for duplicate in accordance
STROUT AGENCY, 813-DG Old South Bldg..
sail drawing, completely equipped | Flats.' at the Baptist Church Tues with the provision of tlie State law. SE Boston, Mass.
150-lt
with blocks of which there were day. Dec. 17. at 7.43. Musical selec CURITY TRUST CO.. Rockland. Elmer C.
FOR SALE- Wonderful trade in a safe
Davis.
Treas.
.
146-Th-152
about 240. masts yards, every rope tions t^ill he rendered before the play.
suitable for offlee or store. MR.45 ETHTH A.
HICKS, 84 Talbot Ave. Tel. 988.
149-tf
in its place, houses, boats and steer
F. E. Morrow will give to the one
Wanted
ing gear, all nyide by hand with a selling tlie most tickets to "The
FOR SALE—Doll house 3x4 ft. Inquire 50
148-150
skill and finish that elicited full Street Girl," to be presented at
WANTEtD—Best long haired shaggy cats GRANITE ST. Tel. 152-R.
FOR SALE—3000 pounds of cabbage. 25
measure of praise. His models are Comique Theatre Dec. 18-19, a line and kittens. Write age, sex and color. Tel.
6-23.
BAY’ VIEW FARM. North Haven. bushel turnips. CHARLES H. J’LUMIMER.
owned in Thomaston. New York. wrist watch as first prize; second, a Maine.
150*155 North Appleton.
148*150
Brooklyn and Chicago. The one lien; third, five tickets to the the
WANTED—Secretarial work or position as
SALE -Fine roasting chickens dressed
shown Tuesday evening was made atre. The prizes will be awarded the companion by refined, college bred woman. to FOR
order. 49 cents per 4pound. FREDERICK
for a Christinas present from a last night of "The Show Girl."
Will work for low wage because hampered MONROE. Tel. 647-14.
148-150
by lameness. Anxious to secure immediate
mother to her son in New York. He
FOR SALE—Fox terrier pups. RAYMOND
There was a social dance at Odd employment. Best of references. Write MR.
considers the building of two models |I Fellows hall last evening.
WILLIAMS, Thomaston St., Rockland. Me.
RICHARDSON, care The Courier-Gazette.
148*153
a year a sufficient task for a man of
150* 15c! Tel. 167-13.
Slipper at the Methodist vestry
! 70 years.
FOR SALE—32 volt Delco lighting plant,
WANTED—tSecond hand mainsail and toretonight front 5 to 7, the menu includ
At Mr. Hatch's request Charles ing sliced ham. beans, salads, pickles sail for 59 ft. schooner. Must be A1 condi with 16 batteries. Plant now running and in
good condition. Guaranteed. Will sell cheap.
A. Creighton exhibited the model of and pastry. Aprons and candy on tion. Also transmission case, one wire wheel Write or call F. L. LUDWIG, Washington.
and front axle fdr 1924 Bulck. Marine con
an old Spanish Caroval. which was sale during the afternoon.
147*152
version for Fords. J. C. HARMON. Tel. 595 Tel. 12-31.
an exquisite piece of work, and
149-151
FOR SALE—Singer sewing machine at 67
There will be a White Elephant Rockland.
146-151
placed in contrast with a modern Christmas tree at the Baptist Church
WANTED—Six or seven room house, mod WILLOW ST. Tel. 1086-W.
ern, for 2 adults, no children. T. C. STONE.
American ship, spoke volumes of the
FOR SALE—New house with garage at
| Dec. 20.
26 School St. Tel. 9900.
149*151 Clark Island at a bargain. C. A. JOHNSON.
progress made in shipbuilding. Mr.
The United Order of the Golden
145*133
WANTED—Position as practical nurse or 9 Otis St.. Rockland.
Creighton has a high reputation in Cross mee's Thursday evening. Sup
housekeeper in small family by middle aged
FOR SALE—Finnish ski, first class make
his home town as a builder of marine per at 9.15.
lady. Best of references. Address NURSE, and Finnish hunting knives. EMIL RIVERS.
models
149*151 342 Park St., Rockland, Me.
146*1j1
The following have been drawn to care Courier-Gazette.
Miss Lottie Tillotson of Hawaii will serve as traverse jurors at the Febru
WANTED-MHrl for general housework.
FOR SALE—Dayton Scale in A1 condition,
give a travel talk at the Congrega ary term'of court in Rockland: Mar Write “D” care The Courier-Gazette.
small show case, one soprano saxophone, low
148-150 pitch, silver plated and one E flat bass.
tional vestry. Friday evening, Dec. cus P. Chandler Erastus Stahl and
WAX’JED—Woman with boy desires po- EMIL RIVERS. 342 Park St., Rockland. Me.
20. tor the benefit of the Girl Scouts. Harold J. Wilson.
i sltlon as housekeeper, no objection to invalid. ____________________________________ 146*151
Rev. and Mrs. Hubert F. Leach and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ronco enteigoes t(J sch00j gest of references given,
FOR SALE—In Warren. 13 acres of land,
three children, accompanied by Mrs. tained at dinner and bridge Wed- Write B N., The Courier-Gazette.
148-150 half wooded: one mile from Postoffice: nice
Leach's mother arrived Friday morn nesday night at their home on Union , WANTED—Experienced girl for general house lot. A. L PERRY, Warren. 146*151
ing from McTaggart. Saskatchewan. Street
Dinner was served at 6.30, hewework. Inquire 25 MAPLE ST. or Tel
FttK SALE—Or to rent, the Emery *'rank
Canada. Mr. Leach has been invited followed by cards.
______________________________ 12L Thomas house at East Cnion, opposite the
Grange
l$alt. Inquire of ERNEST C. DAVIS,
to take charge of the Federated
Th» nibiect of Rev. F. Ernest
WASTED—Hate opening for energetic man
143-139
. , . '
.,
\i„,hndi«l I ,or Rockland. Store, $3» week to start. Must Fuller-Cobb-Darts.
qhurch for a year, serving as a can Smiths
address at t
.
■
furnish $1,239 cash deposit on merchandise.
FOk SALE—Hard wood, fitted. $14 cord de
didate. The family will occupy the Church Sunday morning will be. ' I he Address MANAGER, 261 Central Ave,. Albany livered.
Leave orders at 500 Main SI., Rock
Methodist parsonage cn Main street. Attitude of Expectancy;” evening X, V.___________________________ 14»‘|3» land
Tel. 982-W or K. SALMINEN. West
144*153
Mr. Leach will supply the pulpit next .subject "The Christmas Story in • WANTED—Position as bookkepr and ste- Rockport, s
Art and Music.”
' “ogrspber. Address A. D„ this office
FOK SALK—Hard wood, fitted, $14; torn,
Sunday.
: junks, $12 : slabs fitted $8 ; also lumber
The pastor’s topic at the Baptist
At the regular meeting of the Mt.------------------------------------------------------ L $10
Tuesday evening,
WANTED—Currier-Ives pictures. We pay delivered. T. J. CARROLL. TeL 263-21.
Church Sunday morning will be Battle IotiF*
145-tf
l U.u.r.
iue.ua
highest prices. Send title. L. LAl'IttN. 291 I*. O. Thomaston.
"Popping the Question." and at the there will lie work in the third degree.
S[ Btddefor,| j|a|ne.
H7«132
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; soft
7 o'clock service ’'Liberation from
Basketball Friday night, High .-------------------------------------------------------- wood fitted, $9; junks $8. L. F. TOLfilAN.
1*. O. Thomaston. Tel. 293-13.
145-tf
Fear."
School vs Alumni.
WAI RORORO
Mrs. Edwin Smith has sufficiently
W
Late Friday afternoon as George
LAPIr.S—Reliable stock of balr foods at the
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Mein St Mali ordert
Wyllie of Warren was driving recovered frftm a successful opera
145-tf
Contributions for the Lincoln Home solicited. HELEN f. RHODES.
through Thomaston with a pair of tion on her eyes to return to the
horses a machine driven by a Rock Columbia Hotel where she will re- f»»<J may he left with Mrs. Anne
j Thompson, treasurer. J
land man crashed into the rear of the main for the holidays.___
To Let
Wiwurna Chapter. O.E.S., enter
wagon, throwing one of the horses
tained Golden Rod Chapter of Rock
and inflicting severe injuries. Mr.
TO LET—Five room house 11 Knowlton St.
VINALHAVEN
W. SEWELL, 13 (Knowlton St
land Tuesday eveping. Supper was Inquire
Wyllie was thrown forward and given
after
5 11. ni.
159*152
served at 0 o'clock. Degrees were
a bad shaking up. The injured ani
Kenneth
Hatch
left
Friday
for
TO
LET
—
Heated rooms. $3.59 and up pet
conferred on two candidates and a
mal was taken to the Beechwoods
Portland..
pleasing program given during the week THE KENMORE. 29 Park St. 159*152
street stable for treatment.
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge met evening.
TO LET—In Thomaston, two furnished
rooniK. bedroom and living room, for house
conSee the beautiful neckwear at Tuesday night and degrees were
Tlie
smelt
shanties
on
the
river
keeping
if desired, $3 per week. Inquire 49
After the
GLEASON ST., near Creek.
150-152
I u pte 4c LttmVs^Rocklantl. 148-151
t& Proclaim tlie arrival of winter.
TO LET -Seven room House. In A1 condi
The
Star
Club
will
hold
its
annual
Hand colored Christmas cards, sil- banquet hall.
tion and reasonable. JOHN O. STEVENS,
fair next Wednesday afternoon in Burpee Furniture Company.___________ 149-131
houettes and transparent pictures;
-',rs Agnes liennigar °
the board of Trade rooms.
30 Knox street, Thomaston —adv.
, *s the suest of her aug t
TO LET Three nice large furnished rooms
Mrs. I. S. Bailey of Buffalo X. Y.. for lluht housekeping, hot water heat and
L. C.’Smith.
•
148-150
Mis. Charles E. Young and daugh i is the guest of her parents Mr. and private bath. Rent reasonable. 69 NORTH
MAIN ST. Tel 1152._______________ 148-159
ter Ethel returned Wednesday from Mrs. J. T. Gay.
TO LET—Rooms formerly occupied by
NORTH HAVEN
,i few days' visit in Rockland and
The motion pictures at the Star
Rockland Hair Store. Suitable for business
Wednesday
night tlie mercury . (famden.
! Theatre have been
discontinued or apartment. CARIXTS FRUIT STORE.
_______________ 149*151
dropped to 6 degrees, the cjldest tl\is
Tlie Colonial Dames met Thursday Tuesday evenings hut will lte giver,
winter thus far.
; with Mrs.'U. W. Fifield at her home ‘ Wednesdays after this week.
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 5 rooms.
Young people from the High School Lon East Main street.
j
John Redmond has been at his ROBERT COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
148-tf
went to Vinalhaven Thursday and .
Herbert Delano, .was in Rockland home in Boothltay Harbor,
TO LET—Five room unfurnished rent, mod
presented their play "Two Days In Friday and returned with his grandThe first and second grade school
Which to Marry.” Friday night they daughter Phyllis Delano, Who will reopened Monday after a vacation of ern improvements. Inquire 12 ELM ST. 147-tf
spend the Christmas recess with her a week caused by illness of teacher.
gave it in Calderwood’s hal
TO LET Six room apartment at 21 Fulton
,
Ralph Morse has been in Boston
Sunday night the three buys with grandparents.
Ofirtis Webster lias returned from on business for the Waldoboro St. ROSE PRESCOTT, 240 Broadway.146-151
Mr. Lawrence will give an account
of. the Beys’ Conference in Auburn- Bangor where he attended Maine Garage.
TO LET Building 39 ft.x30 ft. next to the
State Grange as delegate from Pleas
Fred S. Simmons went to Portland Playground on Llmerock St., suitable for work
Lewiston.
_ ____
shop, garage or sforage. MRS. EDITH A.
x4rth Haven people are pleased ant River Grange.
Wednesday.
At the meeting of Pleasant River
The suwnnah Wesley Society and HICK8. 84 Middle SI, Tel. 888.146-151
with Ambassador Morrow’s appoint
heated
ment. delegate to the Naval Confer- Grange Dec 18 there will be a Christ the Homemakertt held a joint fairTti LET—Well furnished, partially
ti
t,
,i.„ Po.i-rl of apartment of 3 rooms and toilet, $28 month.
; enc& and wish him personally good mas tree for the members. Each one Thursday afternoon
in the Board of Jn ulre ,2 Kn0X ST.,Rockland. Tel. 578-w.
success and for the conference out is expected to take a ten cent present Trade rooms with fancy articles,
143.K
to be put on the tree. Refreshments ^oked food
standing achievement.
gs, aprons and candy
TO LET—Seven room house with or with
(Mrs. Fremont Beverage is in will be served.
, on sale. In the evening an entertain- out garage, situated between Main and Union
Christian Science meetings will be ment jn connectlon with the fair was Sts. Bath room, electric lights, gas stove,
Rockland.
window shades, windo wscreens in season.
jvcn
th(. Methodlst vestry.
Harold Wooster returned from discontinued until further notice.
NELSON B. COBB, Fullcr-C’obb-Davis.
Souveniy menu programs of the reMr and Mrg H „ Kuhn have been _____________________________________
Portland Wednesday.
142-tf
cent meeting of the southern jurisdic in Portland.
TO LET—Modern house, furnished or un
tion of Scottish Rite Masonry, held
The stores are rapidly assuming a furnished. or rooms for light housekeeping at
RAZORVILLF.
at Wichita, Kan., were received this holidav appearance and the beautiful I 39 High 84. Inquire H. M. DANE, Rockland
Edmund Prescott is spending a few week by friends of Thad C. Carver, of Christmas tree with colored lights in Furniture Co. Tel. 42.-R.
14.-tf
weeks with his son Pearl at Cooper’s ’ratt. Kan., and Vinalhaven. Mr. front of ,hf home
H L oidis ls
TO LET—Six room up-stairs tenement. 192
Union
St.
Tel.
1049J
or
apply
at
100
UNION
Mills.
Carver is now a full fledged 33 de attracting Admiring attention.
ST.
142-tf
William C. Lessner is selling out gree Mason.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Scott have
TO LET—Five room apartment, furnished,
the personal property of the late G.
Miss Louise Hardison's school in been in Gardiner.
all modern conveniences. Call at THE ELMS.
F Lesstagi and disposing of his own the Lincoln building entertained the
The Woman’s Club met at the resi 12 Elm St.
140-tf
live stock preparing to go to Phila pupils of Miss Lida Greenlaw's school, dence of Mrs. iS. H. Weston and
TO LET—House of six rooms, fine cellar,
delphia to spend the winter with, his in a most unique manner with a pro passed a pleasant and interesting aft toilet,
elecfrlelty, uas and furnace; extra
son Clarence.
gram of Station WLGS as fo'lows: ernoon. Following the usual program large veranda. Newly papered and painted
Hunters have been fairly successful Dialogue. Phyllis Nelson and Louise of quotations and current events Mrs. throughout. Large yard. Adults only. 22 T
In this vicinity.
Vallee; studio song. Studio members; Ella L. White read an article on ST BEET, Hock land,___________________139-tf
TO LET—House at 38 Mechanic S. In
Edith Overlook who has b^cn visit announcer. Leland Sloan; station an Corot, the artist. A spelling contest
quire MRS. W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St.
ing at Belfast returned heme Mon nouncement:
Revolutionary War followed.
Members present were Tel. 874-W.__________________________ 139-tf
day.
Talk. Charles Baum: Lady of the Mesdames .Smith, Potter, Miles. Lash.
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
j 'School here is closed for a short Ivories, Elizabeth Gray; station an Gfay, White, Lovell and the hostess. Apply
MRS. B. B. SMITH, 76 Lincoln St.
time, the teacher Burnell Overlock nouncement—Song
Birds.
Misses The next meeting will be held with Tel. 264
134-tr
being ill.
Webster. Sloan. Gray, York, Morton; Mrs. ,H. H. Kuhn when Forefathers
TO LET—Four room furnished apartment,
Stanley Jones killhd a fine heifer onnouncement (station: story hour Day will be observed.
modern, with garage. ETTA H. SANBORN,
80 Pleasant St. Tei. 903-W.
137-tf
and has been selling it out.
for children (in French), Cecile CoThe Red Cross membership drive
Goods are coming into the new luinh: roll monlcn. Carl Magnuson; includes the names of Fred K. Trow
TO LET—Grocery store in Thomaston, $25
month. V. F. STUDLEY, (»9 Park St. Tel.
store on the Light load. Work on tlie announcement; teeth talk. Pauline
bridge. Mrs Fred K. Trowbridge, 1980.
138-tf
building lias iieen held up on account Sartborn: piano selection. Miss Gray ;
Mrs.
Josephine
Storer,
Mrs.
S.
E.
of the severe weather.
India. Alan Middleton; studio an Turner, Miss Helen Jones, E. C.
Miscellaneous
Abner Hill was in tills place Wednes nouncement: signing off; studio song.
Teague, Irving Moody, Warren Wes
day and bought $he herd of rabbits
Dec. 23 there will be a Christmas
HAVE YOUR ELBUTRIU WJRINti done by
ton
Creamer,
F.
A.
Hovey,
J.
T.
Gay,
of W. C. Lessner.
an expert At reasonable prices. No job too
tree at Union Church which will be
Winfield Savage is hauling pulp
preceded by a play presented by 16 H. R. Smith. Miss Florence Orff, Mrs. hard. Tel. 1230 or 1276. Ask for MR. BREN
NAN.
149*151
J.
W.
Sanborn.
Mrs.
H.
H.
Kuhn,
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Black have children under direction of the enter
Betty Stahl, Mrs. Charles Sprowl,
NOW IS A OOOI) TIME tor inside paint
moved to Port Clyde for the winter. tainment committee.
ing, paper hanging and ceilings whitened. A.
Levi Marr went with them and the
Out of the University of Maine Mrs Lettie Collamore, Mrs Mary E. MORTON. Tel. 122.
145*150
place is closed.
Band of 140 pieces, an orchestra of Matthews, Mrs. Eudora Miller, Mrs.
BOSTON
TAILORS
—
Suit
made
to
order
Mrs. Josephine Finley who teaches 40 lias been selected of which Neil J. T. <£a.v, 'George Poor, John Dvorak. from $25 up. Ladles’ or Men’s clothing
at Liberty has closed her house and t'aldcrwcod of Vinalhaven is pianist. Miss Eizabeth Genthner, Walter B. cleaned, pressed, repaired or dyed. Suit
is boarding near the school during the They are touring Aroostook County Clark. Mrs. Sarah A. Weeks, Mrs. F. pressed 75c. All work guaranteed. 492 MAIN
St. Tel. 8390. Open evenings.
^145-tf
winter months.
tor a week, playing in the larger A. Hovey, Mrs. S. H. Weston, Henry
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
Ira Turner. 70. died last week at towns. 'Saturday at a 'band rehearsal I’. Mason, A. E. Boggs, Mrs. Lilia M.
estates, up-to-date property, in the gar
Dr. Pierpont's where he had boarded at Orono MreCalderwood was pledged Blaney, Miss Marion Clark, Mrs. and
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
(or a long time.
to Delta J'i Kappa, the honorary mu Walter B. Clark, Gay Levensaler, us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
145-tf
During the first of the week every sical fraternity, the iniatiation taking Harold Glidden, Mrs. W. C. Flint and fast. Me.
one was remarking about the unusual place Dec. 6.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your laws anu
Nelson C. Austin, contributors.
repair your furniture at 216 UMKBOCK St.
cold weather and things were at a
Miss Louise Hardison and Miss
Tel. 1919. __________________________ 145-tf
standstill while people tended fires Liila Greenlaw are spending the week
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
and tried to keep warm.
end at North Haven.
this as a satisfactory price to the nesses.
Small lots five cents foot planed two
Mrs. Minnie Savage is staying
Maine farmer as compared with last sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
with her son Willard Clark since
year when he said the stock was sold buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
IT’S GOOD STOCK
coming from the late Jame Littleat a loss. The certified seed stock JOEL P. WOOD, Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 145-tf
liale's.
Aroostook Seed Potatoes Selling For has been inspected In the field and
AVHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you
Edwin Powell and William White
$6.75 a Barrel Down In Florida.
each barrel will ibe inspected and can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
home news, at Hotaling’s News Agency,
who came from Palmer. Mass., where
passed -by the state before it is the
398 West 40th street.
they were employed^nd have been
This season’s shipment of certified shipped.
NOTICE
I visiting at I. C. Powell's, have found seed potatoes from Aroostook County
The property of the late Wilbert R. Norton
employment elsewhere.
will be at least 30 percent greater
Man's chance of getting an A-l
North Haven, Maine, will be sold at
than last year. Brian L. Xewdick, housekeeper when he marries are only at
public auction on Saturday, December 28,
N'ew York State will have a law plant industry chief of the Depart three out of 10. Two out of ten are 1929, at 2 p. m.. at North Haven Tostofflce, to
that municipal purchasing agents ment of Agriculture, said Tuesday.
the can-open?r type. Two of the 10 settle up the estate.
This property contains about 23 acres of
must purchase prison made goods.
Most of the seed will 'be shipped to are of the drudge-unintelligent type. land
with buildings on the North Haven shore
Massachusetts has such a law.
In the Hastings section of Florida. One ThAnagglng type and the baby-doll front.
their prison factories they make buyer in that section has ordered type represent 30 per cent. Three out
It will make a flue summer residence—good
$1,500,000 worth of goods annually $35,000 barrels. It is expected that of 10 make good wives. However, a beaches, good views and good water. Located
a short distance from Ambassador Morrow’s
and the prisoners receive valuable 100.000 barrels of Spaulding Rose will young man about to marry, never estate. Was appraised at $1699.
training, which greatly helps- them to be shipped this year.
looks at statistics. He may he a good
There will also he sold at the same time
The seed price this year is $6.75 a judge of figures, but figures are not a few household goods. For further particu
adjust themselves when they are
lars enquire of PRBMONT BEVERAGE ad
barrel dd.vcrcd. Nevvdick described necessarily statisties,
rele.n’.d,
ministrator, North Haven, Me.
142-T-148
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Event Drew Large Crowd— Twenty-Five From Maine To
"Saint Claudia’ Proved
Visit War Heroes’ Graves
Very Popular
In France

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

The prediction that the annual
Twenty-five Maine mothers and ,
fair of the Pratt M. E. Church, t^- widows have told the War Depart
addition to personal notes regarding
Rev. George Welch of Scranton.* ing place on Wednesday, would sur- mt nt that they would like to go on„
r—'lures and arrivals, this department espe
Pbnn., who is occupying the pulpit pass in achievement and success the ! the 1930 pilgrimage of Gold Star
lTy desires information of social happenings
efforts of previous years was not idly Mothers and Widows to the graves
rties. musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or at the Universalist Church Sunday
morning, will be the guest of Mr, and made, for despite the intense cold of World War veterans who lie in
cphone will be gladly received.
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth, Brewster and' the other local activities the European cemeteries. Ten have said
ELEPUpHC ..... ~.........................................77b
vestry was thronged during the that they would like to go on the
street, over the weekend.
afternoon with purchasers of the later pilgrimages, in 1931 and 1932.
Mrs. Malcolm Morris of St. John,
The Outing Club was entertained at attractive and useful articles placed Nine have not yet told the War De
B.. is visiting her sister Miss Catil
luncheon Wednesday at the home of on sale, a crowd greatly augmented partment whether they wish to go
ine Breadon. 27 T street.
and 33 have said that they do not
Mrs. Leola Rose, Union street, with as the supper hour approached.
The decorations under the direc wish to go at all. In all 37 Maine
Mrs. Rose and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper
Mrs. C. A. Jenkins leaves today for as. hostesses.
tion of Miss Burdelle Strout re women have been found eligible for
ortland where she will be guest of
flected the Christmas season in the the pilgrimage by the War Depart
daughter going thence to Peabody,
There will be a special meeting of profusion of evergreen trees and ment—71 mothers and six widows.
ass., for a visit at her son’s.
the Itooevik Club Tuesday afternoon boughs, wreaths, with the color note
All expenses of the trip are to be
at the home of Mrs. Walter H. Butler, provided by poinsettas, festoons of paid, by the Federal Government.
Shall women stfbmit to fashion’? Talbot avenue, for a Christmas ob red p&per and red berries. The sup Secretary of War Hurley has report
•ree to return to long skirts and servance.
per tables were particularly attrac ed to Congress that 11,440 mothers
__
I
‘ new silhouette?” is informal distive in their decorations of red1 paper and widows have been found eligible
ssion subject for Educational Club
The ladies of the Universalist bandings and tiny Christmas trees for the trip, which total 6,730 have
pning night Dec. 20. Also the eight Church serve supper Wednesday at laden with gay ornaments.
The signified their desire to go. Mr. Hur
irriage commandments set up as 6 o’clock with Mrs. George L. St. menu embraced cold ham, scalloped ley estimates that it will require
es to guide he? life as wife of form Clair as chairman, assisted by Mrs. potatoes, mashed turnip, salads, hot $5,653,200 for the expenses of the en
president’s son, which Mrs. John Lester Sherman, Mrs. Clarence Bev rolls. tarts, fruit jelly with whipped ' tire pilgrimage, stretched over three
olidge, nee Florence Trumbull erage. Mrs. Elizabeth (Haines. Mrs. cream cake and coffee.
years. Th • pilgrims will be in charge
lishes in a recent magazine, chief I*. P. Bicknell, Mrs. Almon B. Cooper,
The fair was conducted under the of competent guides and will have
(long which are that she will have Mrs. Ralph B. Loring. Miss Lucy auspices of the officers of the Ladies two weeks on foreign soil.
secrets and won’t gossip. She Rhodes. Mrs. Ella S. Bird arid Mrs. Aid, consisting pf: President, Mrs.
They will not be permitted to
pes skirts will stay short.
Cora Kittredge.
‘
Ida fcimmons (who acted as general leave tlu?ir respective parties but will
chairman); assistants, Mrs. Lizzie be taken in groups to the cemeteries
The Junior Harmony •Clu'b meets
Mis? Mary Gross. 10 Holmes Street, Morton, Mrs. Annie Flint, Mrs. Esther | where their individual loved ones lie
Wednesday evening at 6.30 in the eptertained the Jolly Six Thursday polliver, Mrs. Fanny Dow. Miss beneath crosses or David-stars set up
1DW rooms when a MacDowell pro afternoon.
, Nettie Britt, Mrs. Edith Tweedie. by the American Government. There
ram will be presented under the diMrs. Margaret Philbrook, Mrs. Mae are 114 Maine men buried in the
ection of .Mrs. Leola Noyes. Mr«.
Mrs. K. B. Crie was hostess to 25 Gregory. Mrs. Yincie Clark and Mrs. various cemeteries in
England.
haee Armstrong will conduct a members oWhe Knoweachother Club Lena Staples; treasurer, Mrs. Eve- France and Belgium.
horus rehearsal of the Christmas Thursday evening at their annual lyn Orcutt; secretary. Mrs. Minnie
In this group are tl^se women
profs to be sung on Christmas Eve Christmas jollification.
Supper of Strout; work committee, Mrs. Ella from this section of the State:
(nd 'Mrs. Faith G. Berry will have the cold ham, escalloped potatoes, baked
Lurvey; collector of dues, Mrs.
Hancock County—Mrs. Maude M.
?son in music appreciation.
macaroni, fruit salad, hot rolls, cake
___
• and coffee, was followed by the pre Elizabeth Cousin?; supper collector, DeWitt. Ellsworth.
Mrs. Anah Gay.
Knox County—Mrs. Annie Bucklin.
The Universalist Mission Circle sentation of gifts from a gaily deco. ♦ * » ♦
Rockville; Mrs. Inez M. S. Carleton,
i us entertained Wednesday at the | rated Christmas tree.
•
Under the active management of Rockport: Mrs. Addie L. Smith Hart,
lome of Mrs. E. W. Berry. Broad I
----Mrs. Simmons these committees Elmore: Mrs. Ethel F. Halliday.
Infants’
itreet. with Mrs. Perry. Mrs. H. P. ' Mrs. Fred Coombs and Mrs. Wil- worked diligently for the success of
Rockland.
Modgett, Mrs. L. F. Chase and ^irs. liam Lawry of Vinalhaven were re- the fair: Canned food, Mrs. Lizzie
Lincoln County—Mrs. Laura A.
Gertrudes
talph Smith as hostesses. There scent Rockland visitors.
Mbrton. Mrs. Minnie Miles, Mrs. Dodge. Wiscasset; Mrs. Julia F. Mar
rerd 29 members and one guest pres- i
----Evelyn Cates and Mrs. Josephine tin. Linekin.
nt. One new member, Mrs. W. A.
Bobby Crane and Richard Elling- Hamlin; parcel post, (grabs) Miss
Philippine hand em
lartshorn, was admitted to the or- wood are rooming together over the
broidered in sizes 8 mo.,
Louise Dolliver; Christian Herald.
MAUDE
BEATRICE
GLIDDEN
anization. Luncheon was followed • weekend at Knox Hospital, both
one and two year, to
ice cream, Mrs. i
•y relief sewing for Knox Hospital. , without their tonsils.
match dresses.
Mary
Annie
antj
Mrs.
Lavinla
Heni
]j
aut
Maude
Beatrice,
late
Wife
of
Anson
ind at 3 o'clock the regular devotional
-----r—
derson: aprons. Mrs. Ella Lurvey. I .u. Glidden. was born Jan. 10. 1879 in
nd business meeting took place. The
Christmas Bargains for December
econd chapter of Brucs Barton’* only—American Magazines, two gift Mrs. Essie Day, Mrs. Rose Gardiner., ^qs€asset, daughter of the late James
1.50, 1.95
What Can a Man Believe?” was read subscriptions only $4.
Extra gift Mrs. Annie Douglas, Mrs. Minnie ■ an<j Augusta (Colby) Munsey. Her
Rogers.
Mrs.
H.
M.
deRochemont
and
early
years
were
spent
in
her
native
>’ 'Mrs. Etta Stoddard and taken up subscriptions $2JH) each.
Miss Minnie Smith; children’s table. town where she was educated. She
Ir discussion.
World's Work, two gift subscrip
Mrs. Minnie Strout, Mrs. William
tions. $6.00. Extra gift subscriptions Mack and Mrs. Parker VVorrey; was married June 30. 1898 and in
November of the same year moved
Mrs. A. E. Freeman of Bangor was $3.00 each.
candy table. Mrs. Frank Wheeler and
<e«t Wednesday rtf Mr. and Mrs.
•Gift Cards furnished, write or Mrs. Margaret Rackliff; fancy work to this city which had since been her
url Freeman. Glencove.
phone. Fred E. Harden, The Maga land linen, ^lrs. Thelma Stanley, Mrs. home.
Her chief interests had centered
zine Man. Tel. 35-W.. Rockland.—ad.
I Margaret Philbrook. Mrs. Shir'.ey ever around the home, she Liking
I Mrs. Matthew F. Dunn of Portland 1
' Rollins. Mrs. WajLer Joy. Mrs. Esther great joy in the comfort of her family.
ho has been the guest of Elizabeth |
THP BIBLE AS LITERATURE
' Dolliver. Mrs. Vesta Stewart. Mrs. Chapin Class an< the Universalist
(onohue. Park street, has returned
Winnie Stanley. Mrs. Anah Gay. Mrs. Church together with the Eastern
i) her home.
In The American Church Monthly Mae Gregory. Mrs. Margaret Rack Star comprised her outside interests.
The Shakespeare Society meet* . for Ni vember the Rev. Dr. Hallock liff and Mrs. Ros • Gardiner; supper. Ever gentle and of thoughtful habit
donday evening with Mrs. Aldana has t n article on “The Literary In Mrs. Minnie Rogers. Mrs. Bertha she had a large circle of friends,
4pear. 11 Maple street, with Mrs. A. L. , fluence of the English Bible.” It Russell. Mrs. Edith Tweedie. Mrs. manifest at the final services Sunday
Orne as leader. The (Sonnets from covers ground often made familiar Susie Karl, Mrs. Eunice Winslow and the profuse floral tribute. Mrs.
| by others. It shows how biblical and Mrs. Irene Pugh: dining room. Qiidden bad been in poor health for
>2 to 126 will be taken up.
----| characters and*c\*ents and allusions Misses Eva and Ruth Rogers Mrs. the past three years, though her last
Miss Catherine Critch entertained! alul ■i>>1f-'Uitge are inwrought Into Fanny Dow, Sybil Ybung, Mrs. illness was of brief duration.
the Whoopee Club at Bridge Wednes English poetry, from Chaucer *o Freda Herrick. Hope Adams. Lucy
She is survived by her husband,
day evening at her home on Crescent Tennyson, and how some ef the Quinn. Mrs. Ivy Chatto and Mrs. a daughter Shirley and son Nelson
nobl-st pas.ages of English proee Irene Pugh; holders, Mrs. Elizabeth in addition to two sisters. Mrs.
street.
Writing and oratory have a virtue Cousins, who attracted much atten Walter Lowe of this city and Mrs.
-■-■
t
The Hatetoquitit Club was enter w'liic'i has gone into them subtly from tion by her unique display of that Herbert Douglass of Pittsfield. Rev.
tained at supper and sewing Tues the Bible. Unhappily, the growing important household 'article.
John M. Ratcliffe, former pastor of
■y
• ♦ » •
Iqck of close acquaintance with the
day by Mrs. Gardner I„ French.
the Church of Immanuel, and close
____
| Engiisii Bible qiakcs it necessary for
While the net sum is not yet fully friend of the family came from Bos
Miss Agnes Flanagan of the office j ,nlbl!shers of English classics to in- determined, it is known that the sum ton to officiate at the services, the
Mtaff of the l.awrence Portland
many footnotes exftlaining ref- is a sizable one. gratifying to all who bearers being Frank Decker, Glen
cment Co. returns today from a two i''fences to the Bible which in other gave their bes^ efforts to the activity. wood
Theodore Strong,
Barnes,
weeks vacation in Providence, Bos- ! '“'-'s would have been entirely superAs a closing feature, the religion- Stanley lhath. John Glidden and
on and other cities.
fldous. since everybody who could drama, ‘Saint Claudia.” by Marshall Hector Staples. Interment whs in
____
fcad then read the Bible from cover N. Goold was presented in the audi Achorn cemetery.
Mrs. E. 11. Veazle is to entertain to cover.
torium in the evening before a large
Out-of-town friends and relatives
liapin Class Tuesday evening at her
fldllcck touches but briefly on audience which gave close attention attending included Mr. and Mrs. John
ome on Talbot avenue.
'thP Q’Jcstlon how to recover some to the fine production coached by Glidden. William Glidden and family.
thing of the old saturation with the Rev. Jesse Kenderdine. In the cast Frank Decker. Fred Cormier. Glen
The Harmony Club met Wednes- id. as and the Idioms cf the Bible. headed by Mrs. Shirley Rollins as wood Baines of Newcastle and Damevening at' the home of Mrs Nowadays study of it is included in ‘Claudia" and Iialpli I.’- Clark a* , ariseottav Mrs. Bertha Glidden Kines
’aith G. Berry. Grdve* street, with courses on English literature. Parts Pontius
Pilate.
appeared
Mrs. and son Glidden. Mrs. F. M. Chase
snif attendance, due to the ipany 6f tile Bilde become that hateful Thelma ' Stanley. Miss
Mail line ind Miss Mary Note of Wiscasset. or two more years in which to reach
tiling.
'
prescribed
reading,
”
in
)cal activities.
An observance of
Rogers, Miss Louise”Dolliver, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. 1.. E. Palmer of Noble- the heights that Cagle, Lorn, Marshe all-American composer and mu- schools and colleges. Endless articles Margaret
Ilackliffe.
little
June boro. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mason of ters. Banker. Thomason. Dutch
mid
books
are
written
to
prove
what
Ician, Edward MacDowell, was
Chatto, Parker VVorrey. Alvary Gay. Waldoboro, Mrs. Herbert Douglass Clark. Nagurski. Sloan, i'ansa. Welch
tf
treasure
and
resource
people
arc
hade, illustrated by two piano solos |
Alfred Pugh. George Gay, Gersliom of Pittsfield. Waite' Bennett of Port and Glasgow have occupied for the
•laved by Miss Alcnda Hall of Thom- losing today by not knowing thor Rollins George Orcutt. Raymond land and II. T. Bodick and E. A. last time.
ston. Plans for the New Year’s-ball , oughly the English I’ ble as a piece Hoch and Mr. Kenderdine.
Knowlton of Brunswick.
- To mention just a few of tlie ballMrs. Rollins as Claudia the wife of
rerfc discussed, and are to be <com- i f literature. It is to be feared, how
carrying aces who will he back next
•leted at the special meeting called ever. that all these expedients will Pontius Pilate invested the role with
season, there are Booth of Yale. Hinkle
GRIDIRON LOSES STARS
or Tuesday evening, at Mrs. Berry's tall short of their aim. There is nil sympathetic feeling and insight, de
of Bucknell, MeEver of Tennessee.
lome, at 7 o'clock, when practice on eJCoctive way of achieving the true livering her lines witli ease and with
The gridiron loses a number of i^s Carideo of Notre Dame, Kelly of Ken
Ihe Christmas cTrols to be sung literal y appreciation of tile Bible an assurance of bearing. Mr. Clark 'flashiest stars with the close of the tucky. Wood of Harvard. Gentle of
without restoring it to its old place in brought to the part of Pontius Pilate 1929 campaign, hm there are also an Pennsylvania. Leland of Texas Chris
thristmas eve will also take place.
the family and in the school. Only a keen understanding, presenting a unusual number who have apparently tian. Hewitt of Columbia and Hufford
Harry Knickerbocker of New York, when it is made a daily companion vivid picture of the troubled judge, just liegun to scintillate, with one of Washington.
irrives Tuesday to assist Mrs. C. A. from earliest youth up can it become with (lashes of dramatic intensity.
Knickerbocker in the removal of her a part of-tlie intellectual association More than passing note should be
Home of Paramount Pictures
household goods
to
Waterville, and equipment of older years. More made of Alvary Gay, even though
NOW SHOWING
Where she. with her daughter Con over. It has to he Impressed upon the east in a minor part. Masterly dic
stance, will make her future home. minds of children when they are tion and easy gestures were notable
‘Mississippi Gambler”
They expect to leave Friday of next made sensitive to its expression and features of his work. Each player
with
(week, and Mr. Knickerbocker will teachings by a feeling of religious gave an intelligent rendition and
remain with them until after Christ awe. As is true of most other poetry, mention should be made of Miss Eva
the Hebrew poetry of the, Bible, which Rogers In the part of "Miriam, the
Joseph Schildkraut
mas.
‘ Tel. 892
Cole<dge
All 'Talking
sweet singer," Miss Dolliver
Shows: 2.00. 6.30, 8.30
Tlie BPW Club meeting at Hotel tv,” can be packed into memory so “Mary Magdala," George W. Gay as
Continuous Saturday, 2.00 to 10.30
iRoekland grill for pupper and its that it will Stay there, only when "Sergius." ^Mr. Hoch as “Lazarus"
Inonthly meeting Thursday had well young. If that kind of contact with the (displaying a most pleasing speaking
nigh a record attendance. These Bible as a great and dread authori voice) and Mr. Kenderdine who
pummittees were appointed: Enter ty on life and death, heaven and hsli, brought to the brief rule of Judas
tainment. Mrs. Caro Jones and Mrs. cannot be brought back ’ into our Iscariot a dramatic presentation
lara Johnson: membership. Mrs. mbdern life, then it is hopeless to at- whieli made his audience wish lie
tempt to set it up in its old place might have been cast in a more im
,ena K. Sargent. Mrs. Florence Keat
and Mrs. Clara Johnson. New simply oAthe ground that it is a lit- portant part.
MONDAY-TUESDAY
• • • •
embers are Miss Jessie Lawrence. terary masterpiece, ignorance of
which
is
botli
a
misfortune
and
a
dis

Iiss Luana Spearin. Mrs. Bertha
The rich costumes showing a
WONDERS NEVER
blending of shades of blue, . purple,
.uilwiek and Mrs. Helen Wentworth. grace.—*New York Times.
A series of card parties is planned
rose, yellow and red, presented a
BEFORE SEEN!
THE FIRST SNOWSTORM
'for the near future. It was also voted
colorful picture. The scenery though
simply carried out was most effec
to cooperate with Miss Corbett in
I For The Courier-Gazette]
Christmas relief work, each member
tive. The entire background of blue
p HEAT dramatic spec
Winter long lias stayed his hand.
conveyed the idea of the sky.
pledging to fill a stocking.
Holding fast his feathered minions;
tacle based on Jules
Now. no longer held in leash.
against which appeared the outlim
Verne’s immortal nov
They rush on the East wind’s pinions. |
of distant buildings cleverly blocked
Mrs. George Green of South Thom
el. Two years to make!
Weal and ill. |llke, they bear.
and drawn: a painted stone parapel
aston who is spending the winter
Something that wu-h one may share.
(’ a s t o 1’ thousands!
with her daughter. Mrs.' Richard
guve tlie idea of tlie outer courtyard.
Thrilling scenes filmed
He
whose
eye
for
beauty
seeks
Hodson, in Vermont, is suffering
The few pieces ot furniture were1
on the ocean bottom!
Will see it in their graceful ways,
Ifrom injuries received in up automo
draped with rich furs.
Sprite-like floating on the breeze.
Romance!
Action!
Criss-crossing in a wondrous maze.
bile accident the day before Thanks
Between the scenes and acts ap- :
Mystery! In Technicol
Whiteness
that
obscures
the
light
propriate musical numbers were'
giving. when with Mr. and Mrs. Hodor. Dialogue and Sound!
By tjie density of flight.
»
given by Miss Mabel Lamb and Miss j
lion and small son they were in
Itutland. engaged in a shopping tour.
METRO-GOLDWYN'S
The fairy form of the flakes
Margaret Stahl at the organ/ and
With daintiness will glad the eye.
While details of the accident were
Mrs. Katherine Yeazie and Mrs.
Lacli beauteous when separate.
hot learned, it is known that Mrs.
Glpdys Morgan in vocal selections.
Ere they in solid mass shall lie,
Green was the only member of the
Tlie members of the Baraea Class,
Covering the green and brown ' -y
With a white and wondrous gown.
party who received major injuries,
under whose direction the play was
ihe others escaping with bqpises.
given, take this opportunity to ex
While to some its solid mass
leuts. etc. Mrs. Green was badly rut
press their appreciation and thanks
Will be wehsinn* smooth highway,
with
Where they may in comfort pass
iround the head, one ankle broken,
to all who assisted in making the ac
With
tinkling
bell
and
cosy
sleigh.
land ribs injured. Owing to her ad
tivity a success, particularly to Ihe
Where file joy of passing days
LIONEL BARRYMORE
vanced years and weakened heart,
Universalist Church for the loan of
Ls a song ot winters praise ;
an anasthelle could not lie adminis
their curtain, to Miss I-anih. Miss
LLOYD HUGHES, JUNE DALY
tered so that the ankle has to he left j Some will shudder at the sight.
Stahl. Mrs. Yeazie and Mrs. Morgan
(Unconscious premonition's sting) ;
for their musical contributions, and
to set itself.
.
Thoughts of fear, and cold, and slight.
to Fuller-Cobb-Davis who loaned
Of lack of coal, and shivering.
Of worn garments 'gainst cold day.
Mrs. Raymond Watts will continue
many of the stage properties.
Fill
their
bosoms
with
dismay.
A’so
the sale of hand made articles nt 1ST
R D. Brodie
.Broadway evenings 5 to 9 and Satur
Long Cove
Paramount
Sound Novelty
day afternoons.—adv.
118*150
IN FIGHTING AGAINST

Infants’ Department
in the Balcony

Hang Up The Baby’s Stocking,
Be Sure You Don’t Forget”
—and you won’t forget if you visit our Infants’ Department

“The Mysterious Island

EAST UNION
The People's Laundry. Limerock
street, Is prepared to lighten your
The valuable piece of Lermond
household burdens at only nominal
expense. Telephone 170 end let us pond shore pVoperty owned by G. F.
call for your family wash and return Daniels has been «ohl to Fred H.
it to #nu Immaculate. The cost Is Simmons, East Union, by Al. R.
Miller, real estate agency.
♦
surprisingly low.
"
124-tf

FLU-GRIP

- • •:

Dainty
Baby Dresses
Colored
Bubble Aprons

Philippine hand made
and embroidered, put up
in individual Christmas
boxes. Sizes ono and
two year

To keep the dresses
fresh. Some have litt'e
pockets to hold the col
ored crayons an^ soap

2.50, 2.95

50c, 75c

Chinchilla
Coats

Baby Shoes

For the "tiny tots” in
tan, pink blue, sizes
G months, one and two
years

White

3.50, 3.95, 5.00
Hats and Tams
to match

50c, 1.25, 1.50

6.'

Medicine

Co.

A'

ti.
Toys Galore!

White
Dresses

Ci zy Little

“Baby
Buntings”

made from sheer
batiste

in

50c. 75c. 1.25

white, /bound with
pink or blue ribbon

3.50

Gifts that are Useful for the Baby
Silk Covered Dress
Hangers t
.50. 1.09
Battles
.35. .50

Wash Sets

*.75

Tooth Brushes
Mittens

Laughing Balls,
Commodes in Case

Batli l|ohes,
1.50, 1.95
Weighing Seales and
Basket
10.00

Sweaters
1.50, 1.95. 2.50. 2.95

.50

Bootees,

.95
1.50

OWAKPC let AMD

, went to Mrs. Leroy Stanley, Mrs. Lew

___

' rest Stunley will entertain next week.

SWAN S ISLAND

Monkeys
1.50
Dolls .50, .60, 1.00
Dogs
1.50, 1.95
Ducks 1.25, 1.95
Floating Toys .25
Elephants
1.95, 2.50
Teddy Bears
1.50, 2.50
Tinker Toys
.75
Bunnies,
95
Water Balls
•75, .50

Conary. Mrs. Chever Ames, Mrs. For-

Airs. Chever Ames entertained the
Mrs. Harold Hart and Mi's. AdelWhoopee Club Wednesday evening heft Bridges are spending a few days
with luneheon and cards. Honoisj In Porttand.
SHOWING TODAY

“THE GREAT DIVIDE”
with

DOROTHY MACKAILL
MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Triumphant Return

Engagement

OF

The Great
All Talking
Musical
Comedy
Sensation

Music
Mirth
Melody

Hear again these Hits:
“The Broadway
Melody’’

“You Were Meant
For Me”

"Wedding of the
Painted Doll”
z

with
CHARLES KING
BESSIE LOVE
ANITA PAGE

AI.SO

PARAMOUNT NEWS
SHOWS 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Tel. 409

HOME OF

A PUBLIX THEATRE

PARAMOUNT PICTURES

‘Oh, You Beaut'ful Doll’

BROWN’S RELIEF
Norway

lilt,

1.00, 1.50

Keep the bowels open and take

on arising and retiring

washable

patent leather, tan

THE HOUSE WITH PERFECT SOUND

Pag-JZigKt

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Calurdcy,

r..e .-Dd

1929
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SOME LIVELY “TOYS"

WE INVITE YOU

Unique and Delightful En
tertainment At Congrega
tional Church

to join our

4r

THE REALM OF MUSIC

4/

Christmas Gifts

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB FOR 1930

Unique among the activities of the
1
4
Congregational ladies was that of
There’s an elderly gentleman known lSfiti-67 there never had been an ,
Wednesday evening when a “toy-shop
SIX CLASSES
supper" was presented in the vestry to some of the music shops in the American glee club. As a direct result J
under the direction of the entertain Back Bay, Boston, as “the old boy <»f it. several nationally famous sing
Oc a week—25c a week—50c a week
ment committee, with Mrs. H. B. who lost his melody,” and the “feller s ing societies were organized, includ
F^les and 'Mrs. John I. Snow as co- with the lost chord.” He’s really a ing the Apollo Club of Boston, which
1.00 a week—2.00 a week—5.00 a week
gentle, kindly man. so the “Gossip of was started after the Mendelssohn
chairmen.
The decorations under the super the Town” in the Boston Post tells Club sang in Boston’s Horticultural
Payments may be made any day now
vision of Mrs. Charles A. Emery re us, the type that is usually fond of Hall in 1871. As an indirect result of
fleeted the Christinas se«7on' whita nu,slc- But hls allrnenl consists in the Mendelssohn, the country’s sev
glee clubs and singing societies
M I conveying the idea of a toy-shop. Fir j his Inability to name or identify eral
•••••
•••••
boughs, baskets of pine flaunting >^rtaln P*«ce of mu^c-a rn<; od>' that have been formed.
* * • *
red bows, wreaths, ropes of ever- |he heard somewhere, that lingers in
Each recital Fritz Kreisler gives
I green, and Christmas trees laded with h1’ m^mory. He wants the name for
THOMASTON, ME.
Those who know us and the goods we sell naturally turn to us for the r
i gay baubles, were used profusely. lE and le "ants to'bus it in a phono- convinces his hearers that he is the
145T&S150
outstanding violinist of his time.
wlth toys of all sorts and descriptions iSrapli record
proper gifts
displayed
' The o,d cl’ap has hummed It 1° Should Mr. Kreisler hut choose, he
Supper' was served from ' small 1 pv*‘r>' nu,sic clerk almo« In Boston., might also he acclaimed as one of its
tables daintily decorated with the | B,lt he's "ol ,nuch °r a hummer and fine pianists as well. Such, at least,
Christmas colors and tiny toys, the h” remembers what seems to be hard- is the opinion of one young student,
Thousands of beautiful Four-in-Bands, made of rich silk, both domes
menu affording chicken putties, green i ly more than a bar of the piece. He a pupil of Kneisel. who once was sum
■ knows it is from the classics, and it moned somewhat perfunctorily to the
tic and imported. The greatest collection and variety
Washington pies and coffee. “'MrVT rniK'” be- 1,e savs' from on<* of the master’s house. He arrived, case in
we have ever had
B. Cook was in charge of this fea- °’M;rag- But ’1hat8 ,ha‘ to
°n" hand, and was presented to Kreis
ture
| He s tried to whistle it. but the con- ler. Kneisel. off-handedly. commandTlie entertainment was delightful, '
<»« distressing for de- el: “Play the ’Symphonic Espagnole.’ ”
once again reflecting the originality
™us *<* ‘"W*
The lad. still in a condition of
and skill of Mrs. A. L. Whittemore, in
8 ,bo.U,'bt1 any n“mber <>f ,e<'ortl<
Percale, Madras, Silk Stripe and English Broadcloth
dazed astonishment, managed to blurt
charge.
.Mrs.
Whittemore
was
assist,
m
£
ely
,o
h,
‘
Ip
"
av
f
°
r
,he
CHRISTMAS TREES
No gift involving an equal amount of money will give a greater
ed in the preparation by .Miss Olive „Hours' every da>. lie s,x>nds closet- out: “But I haven't the piano part.”
; Pride Jliss Martha Waagatt and |^?n.
P.00^.
T*','; “O. that’s all right,” was the retort.
AND WREATHS
pleasure
ord after record in the melancholy ".Mr. Kreisler knows the score.” So
Leave your orders with us now and
. Misses Dorothy and Margaret Snow.
hope
that
somewhere
his
"lost
melody
the
pupil,
in
a
dream,
played
the
Lalo
we will supply you with an excellent
Part 1 consisted of a toy shop pre
will spring into sound. But it never work with the great violinist at the
Spruce Tree of Nursery Stock, Maine
sentation by members of the High
does.
piano. The young man. now a teach
Grown, to be delivered nt your dem
School freshman class. The stage
•
/
er himself, insists that he has never
on any day of the week before Christ
was a section of bleachers representare practical gifts that every man appreciates
. ... -Kxxia.cc- t ,
... Tv.?-... v. i/
If any town, i9 a...one-man
mas.
, ing shelves of a toyshop. Dainty shelf n
.... town, it s heard the orchestral part played so
beautifully nor with such under
1 lvinar
a. .• i
In this little Bavarian
S ft. high ....................................... $ .75
»iTAi>flv«lv
nn
thp
•
‘
paper urns
was ntuarl
usedi effectively
on *»_
the ■■ Bayreuth.
Wagner is the man. It matters standing.
3 ft. high ........................................... 1.00
“shelves.” whereon sat these “dolls ’ Icitv
|
10 ft. high ......................................... 1.50
whose loveliness and uniqueness ' not at all that Liszt is buried there
or that it was the home for many
In the December list of Victor rec
Laurel Wreathe, medium .............. 33
proved more fascinating than the
| usual Christmas display in the shops. years
',he ^rraan, ™">*ntic writer. ords Orthophonic recording, is a very
Laurel Wreaths, extralarge........ 1.53
The storekeeper was Leander Thomas
''ho had so great an in- complete compilation of Christmas
We carry a wonderfully large assortment of Sweaters of every
Please mail your orders to our
’
... . ,
~
, rluence on the romantic composers hymns and carols procurable in the
the customers \ irginia Post and «
...
.
.
.
Service Department, or Phone 1142
.
description
records
of
the
Victor
Talking
Ma

tur,h»
-----Bertha Karkenen
. and the dolls 1 Everything, wherever one turns, is a
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
tribute to Wagner.
chine Co. A varied list is offered, or
. j >:
Flower doll. Rose Whitmore; rag
One visits Wahnfried. the com gan arrangements of carols, hymns
148-154
|doll, Mildred Sweeney; mamma doll.
poser’s residence, and finds it filled and carols sung by Trinity Choir,
1 Carol Gardner; flapper doll. Helen
with portraits—in vivid colors—o’ John McCormack. Elsie Baker, SchuRubenstein; pajama doll, Alice Gay; scenes from his operas. There, in a
In plain colors, Blue, Grerti, Peach, White
mann-Heink. Richard Crooks, Hulda
negro doll. Bernadette Snow; danc
glass case is the pen which Frau Lashanska, Marcel Journet. and oth
ing doll. Yale Goldberg: Italian doll.
r. r»- u
mu
..
a
> .u i Wesendonck presented him and with ers in solo numbers, the Flonzaley
K.11 whleh he wro,<“ Tristan.
But our Quartet < ffers “Adeste Fideles” and
i wooden soldiers" started the ball | may eXperience dlaHlusionment there, “The First Nowell.” orchestral se
ta.rolling. Robert Allen as leader. I too R
afcording ,0 James lections, Lapitino. the well known
Beautiful Neckties
House Coats
marshalled his troop in true “woodwo ' iHuneker, the critic.
harpist, offers an arrangement of
only” style, his soldiers being Mer
Kid Gloves and Mittens
Walking through the streets. Mr Christmas hymns, and so on.
ton Sumner. Everett Frohock, Wal• • ♦ •
i
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~
Huneker savs in his autobiography
Imported Grey Mocha Gloves
4 .ter Staples. Nicholas Pellicane, Guil- i
.. u„ u ~
‘
Silk Hose, plain and fancy
With apologies!
•4 fforda tj
.ii.
o.i
Bradbury.
Stanley m
(ray. andL tn
Dur- i. . Steeplejack,
~ .. .
.4hehappened
.
. upon a
Buck Gloves
»
j.1
u
chiropodist.He stopped
and engaged
THE PSALM OF RADIO
wood Gordius, the boys
boys presenting
presenting a . .
V
,
Lisle Hose
Fur Lined Gloves
s( hlm n conversation. * The name of “Radio is my hobby: I shall want no other,
fine appearance in dark trousers.
Wagner coming up. as it would be It maketh me to stay home at night.
Cashmere Hose, plain and
capes and caps. Miss Snow’ gave a ! .
.
Lamb Lined Gloves and
. ...
_
....
. bound to. "Yes. I knew him.” the It learieth me into much trouble.
performance of Am I Blue r that 1
It riraweth on mv purse.
fancy
...
.
1
...
.man said. “‘He was a little bow- I go into the paths of debt for Its sake.
Mittens
. would have put Helen Walters of . , . . ..
. ,~ ,
I
, ... , 1
.__ „ .
legged Jew and he always wore
Yea. though I understand it perfectly, it will
Sweaters
t vaudeville fame to shame, and Mr.
Belts
not oscillate.
pong cloak to hide hia crooked legs!'
Rich’s harmonica and dance act was '
Its concerts and speeches comfort me.
Mackinaw Coats
• t • •
Suspenders
Yet it will not work in the .presence of my
an exact imitation of the mechanical
friends.
•
But to us Richard Wagner remains
toy so popular with the kiddies at
Soft and Stiff Hats
(in
individual
boxes)
in all his dignity, and as such, will he I annoint the colls with shellac,
Christmas time.
But the tube spllleth over.
Girls
’ and Eoys’ Toques
Pajamas
Then came "The Wedding of the appear on the program to he pre- Surely the bug will follow me all the days of
my life.
Painted Doll." as part 2. one of the soaiod by the fameirs Australian soHathaway White and Fancy
Silk,
Linen
and
Cptton
Initial
loveliest bits of the evening. The Prano. Florence Austral, in her re- And I will dwell In the house of a radio for
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